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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, JULY

VOLUME 32-NUMBER 30
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Victims

are:

!

Connie Elaine Onken, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard A.
Onken, Jr., of Fennville.
Lester Tracer, Jr, 22, of route
1, Pullman.
Tracer was traveling south and
was alone in the car. He was enroute home after attendingthe
stock car races at nearby Douglas
Airpark. The Onkens were travel-

and remainIbe
United States has given generously
constantlyon plans for the modem structure.
PROPOSED ADDITION
Hwt's on artist'i
ed at the scene about two hours.
—almost too generously.”
Funds for the project would include the $500,*
preliminary sketch of the new $1,100,000 wing
Still in MunicipalHospitalare
"There must be a psychological
000 from the city, $175,000 from surrounding
to Holland Hospital that will be constructed
to
Mrs. Irene Bosch, 32, who has
law of some kind that makes it difAbility to
townships , and $425,000 in federal funds.
if voters approve a $500,000 bond issue at the
ficult for persons to be aided by
second degree burns on her back,
Consultantsare the James A. Hamilton and
Aug. 3 primary. The HospitalBuilding
an outside sources and still not reboth arms and chest and a possible
HOUSTON Texas (Special) sent it somewhat. Most Europeans Far East
Associates while H. E. Beyster and Associates,
Committee headed by William A. Brouwer, the
left arm fracture; Arthur Bosch* Some persons have been known
are doing what they can to end this
Inc. of Detroit are architects.
consultantsand architects ore working
ing east toward home after atJr., 13, second and third degree to ‘talk’ their way past one or leaning on America. |Z
Dr. William Schrier, heal! of the tending a movie at a drive-in
bums on body; Mrs. Maude Mer- two secretaries in Washington, The note of caution was equally
D. G, but few have talked their sincere."America must never for- Hope College, Department of theater.
gener, 66. owner of the house,
way from Houston, Texas to a get that Russia has a fear of this Speech since 1939, has been grant- Onken said he saw the Tracer
second degree bums on left arm,
car coining at a high rate of
White House reception.
country.” Drawing on his expert- ed a leave of absence to accept an
and Anita Mergener, 3, second
speed but thought he had slackThis was the amazing feat of 16- ences in East Germany recently,
degree bums on left arm and
appointmentto the University of ened his speed and didn’t realize
year-old Coralie (porky) Marcus, Dr. Berkof contrasted the Russian
singed hair.
California Far Eastern teaching they would meet at the inferGet
Treated and released were Rob- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James regime with the one he knew un- plan.
aection.
Marcus of 4610 KingsburySt who der Hitler.
ert Mergener, 30, bums on the
The new. program includes Onken, least seriously injured,
Brief rain showers this morning
moved
here four yean ago from
"We could see Hitler was a teaching freshman and sophomore was able to walk to the nearby
chest; Arthur Bosch, Sr., 38,
failed to dampen the enthusiasm
bums on left hand; Paul Bdech, 2, Holland, Mich, where she attend- temporarymenace, but Russia has courses to military and civilian farm home of George Hayes. The
ed an Raalte school
of hundreds of residentswho
existed and proven her abilityto personnel to Okinawa, Guam,'
first degree bums on back of right
two took Mrs. Onken to Douglas
Corky
warmed
up
by
talking remain strong.”The obvious differ- Japan and Korea.
thronged downtown stores for the
Hospitalin the Hayes car while
Holland Mayor Harry Harring- leg and singed hair. Beverly her way to 18 speech medals in ence then to that we must deal
Members of the teaching staff neighbors called South Haven
Bosch, 7, was not Injured.
opening of a three-day July clearton welcomed another Holland Mrs. Bosch, whose family sleeps tournamentsthroughoutTexas
and with Russia With an understanding conduct one or two eight-week
state polioe.
ance sale.
mayor Friday —Mayor and Mrs. upstairs at the house, went down nearby states. In addition she was that she will remain with us.
course* in each location, before
The Onkens were In such ft
Many merchants reported excelnamed
San
Jacinto High School’s ‘T belong to a minority to Eur- taking a two-week break and
Rene J.Q.H. Roell of Haamstede to the kitchen early this morning
dazed condition that they did not
lent business even during the scatoutstandingjunior speaker* and ope,” Dr. Berkof made clear. "I tranferring to one of the other
and found it a mass of flames. She
miss their baby until they arrived
GRAND HAVEN (Special}
tered rain. Sidewalks were crowd- The Netherlands.
awarded the "outstanding achieve- do not believe that EDCs an an- schools.
awakened
all
the
rest
of
the
family
at Douglas Hospital In the
The following residents of Ottawa ed with window shoppers and the
Roell whose city lies to the
ment” prize— just for talking.
swer to the problem.”
Teaching loa^s are limited to meantime, state police arrived at
and all escaped by jumping from
County appeared at the sheriffs stores were even more crowded heart of the area struck by disasBut talking paid. off at the reBerkhof maintained that the Ger- three hour courses, four nights a the scene and found the baby In
second floor windows. The men
office Thursday afternoon before with buyers who were finished trous floods in February, 1953, is jumped first and caught the chil- cent Texas Girls State assembly man army would inevitablydom- week. Rest of the tim£ is free for a nearby carrot field. The little
a representative of the Depart- window shopping. The sale win on a good-will tour of the United dren as they were aided out by the where Corky was named along inate the European army. "We travel and study throughout the girl was dead on arrival at South
with another Houston gal to at- might better keep Germany neu- area.
continue Friday and Saturday.
women.
Haven Hospital.
ment of State regarding re-examtend Girl’s .Nation in Waahington tral—a* a buffer state,” he aaid.
The weatherman promised co- States to visit American groups
"Gasses consist of a variety of
Fire
Chief
Henry
Hobeck,
who
Coroner William Ten Brink of
ination for their driver’s license, operation end predicted sunny that backed the emergency flood
D. C. July 30-Aug. 6.
Main thrust- of the note of cau- Nstudents" from 20-year-old pri Hamilton was called to the scene
has not determinedcause of the . It must have taken a tall
with the following recommenda- skies today and tomorrow with a aid program.
tion was the excessive reliance up- vates to 50-year-old colonels, or and ruled that Tracer died of a
fire, estimated damage to the
amount Of talking to emerge from on power by the United’ States. possibly nurses or other civilians.
few scattered thunder showers totions:
Touring at their own expense, 13,000 house at 12,000, plus $2,000
fracturedneck and internal inthe 300-stateconvention delegates "Communism is a social problem,
night and Friday.
About 25,000 GI’s are currently juries. An outboard motor was in
the couple faces an arduous round damage to the contents. He reRobert Lee Diricse, 18, of 887
as
a
candidate
for
the
honor,
but
The mercury is expected to
stemming fromv men who want to taking the courses which are fully the back seat of the Onken car
West 25th St., Holland, 30 days climb into the high 80’s today and of receptions and luncheonsdur- ported that the framework and again It was right up her ajley.
eat and live normal lives,” he aaid. accredited by the University of and was believed to have contriing their two-day stay in the joists of the house were not
In fact, Corky, whose grandpar- America must not think that H
suspension; G. Regorio Sofa Mora- stay above a warm/ 68 tonight.
California.
Holland - Zeeland - Grand Rapids burned.
buted to the fatal injuries to the
ents are Mr. and Mrs. Tien Marcus
les 34, of 311 East Seventh St, Tomorrow will be more of the area.
bombs are effective in this kind of
Teachera have ilmulated offi- baby.
of 215 West 12th St., to ao busy combat
cer’s rank, life to officers quar80 days suspension; Gerlofe Hol- same with temperaturespredicted Friday morning,followingthe reBoth care were completely detalking rite even has to fly to
to hit 88.
Berkof urged thinking of Ituaaia ters and have post exchange, molished and one observer said,
ception in Holland, the couple
werda, 19, Route 3, Holland, revoWashington instead of taking the to terms of a long term ideological housing and other privileges
The scattered thundershowers hit
"I don’t see how anybody could
and Willard C. Wichers,director
cation; Vern PippeL 19, of 340 most of Michigan and the Midtrain aa originally planned.
struggle.This, he said, waa actu- Stipends Include an ample subsist- get out of those can alive." The
of the Netherlands Information
Why?
Because
she
has
to
talk
Colonial St, Zeeland, 60 days sus- west bringing some relief from the
ally an optimistic approach be- ence allowance plus a salary.
Sendee, left for Grand Rapids to
Tracer car was hurled against a
before the American Legion eonpension; Charles Russell Hi tana, heat.
America waa particularly Because of the critical war con- large tree by the Impact and a
meet flood committeeco-chairmen
vention
in
Ft
Worth,
Texas,
the
Aid
Meanwhile a tropical storm with James Ver Meulen and Cornelius
19, of 1616 Franklin St., Grand
•trong to thto sphere and “the ditions in the area, Mrs. Schrier tractor was used to turn it over
day before the opening of Girl’s moral, the devout groups have a will remain in the United States
Haven, 60 days suspension, and near hurricane force winds hit the Van Malsen along with their
to see if there were any more
Arnold Lee Czinder, 19, rotue 2, LouisianaGulf Coast today and workers.
way of retainingtheir strength.” although she plana at least one bodies Inside.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) Nation.
Corky
doesn’t
get
much
of
Nunica, revocation. All appeared swept inland.
Dr.- Berkof was introducedby trip to Japan where her daughter
Besides the parents, the Onken
After the luncheon the Roells The Ottawa County treasurer’s
Elsewhere in the nation slight were to meet numerous Amerioans office has received a check from rest from speaking activitiesas Dr. Lister Kuyper. Guests includ- and son-in-law Capl Robert M. baby is survivedby the grandfor habitual negligence.
Milan Clark, who has been relief came to the heat-baked who formerly lived in the Haam the state for $35,675.40.This iffshe is active in church work, in- ed Wilson Wyatt, former Housing Japinga are stationed.
parents,Mr. and Mrs. Richarti
cluding serving as president of the
driver's license administrator in Southwest, but not enough to break stede area on the Schouwen Dui- Ottawa County’s share from the
Administrator, and Harold J. LonAnd of course there’s grandson Onken, Sr., of Fennville,and Mr.
RiversideMethodist Young PeoOttawa County for the past 10 a crop-killingdrought.
veland Island.
don, director of Motion picture "Rickey” who will also be on hand and Mrs. Marinus Anthonsen of
library fund, which results fronv
ple's group and the Methodist
months, and since the program
production for the National Polio for the reunion*. Dr. Schrier ex- South Haven; the great grandfines and penal rffoney collectedin
Zone organization.When these are
went into effect last November, is
Foundation. President Bob Kouw, pects to visit the Japingas several parents, Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Justice and municipalcourts, etc.
not taking her time she to vice
Peter Driesenga, 41,
being transferredto Kent and
times during his stay to the Far Onken, Sr., of Fennville and Mrs.
The share for the county is based president of the San Jacinto chap- presided.
Ionia counties, with headquarters Bufl
L.C. Pedersen of Charlotte.
East.
on 21,141 schobl children.
Of Hudsonville,Diet
ter of the National Forensic
in Grand Rapids. Clark will be
A three-daybriefing as Ber- Mrs. Onken is being treated at
Among the units to benefit from league and a NationalHonor Soreplaced by H. S. Bever, of Eaton
keley, Calif., is planned for mem- Douglas Hospital for severe shock
HUDSONVILLE (Special)
this the followingare included,the ciety member.
Rapids, who will have his headber* of this year’* staff beginning face and leg lacerations.She had
Peter Driesenga, 41, of 4368 Port first figure being the number of
The question now to what will
quarters at Muskegon and will
Aug. 25. Schrier will fly from not been told Monday about
Sheldon Rd., died at Blodgett children, and the second figure, the happen when Corky atrides across
have charge of Muftegon, Ottawa
Travis Air Force Base on Sept. 1. the death of her baby daughter.
Hospital Sunday morning.
money to be received:
the west portico of the White
Ben L. Vos, 61, of East Sauga
and Allegan Counties. Bever was
Schrier, who has a doctors de- The husband came to visit her at
Surviving besides the wife, Holland city, 3,831, $6,464.81;
with the enforcementdivision of tuck, died at 2 a.m. Friday in Hoi Gertrude, are five daughters, Zeeland city, 1,225, $2,067.19; House and cornea faoe to fare with
gree from the University of Mich- the hospitalSunday and was over/*
the Michigan State Highway De- land Hospital from internal In- Josephine. Elaine, Arloa, Barbara Grand Haven city, 2,486, • $4,195.13. the president?
igan, estimates he will travel come. He is expectedto be conChances are that Corky to one
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHlgan
partment for nine months and for juries suffered Thursday at 1 p.m. and Kathleenand three sons, Junabout 16,000 milea. The teaching fined to the hospitalfor a couple
Georgetown
Township,
district
girl
who
won’t
be
taught
speeah
Attorneysfor two Holland firms assignmentis for a full year. He of days.
five years was with the Eaton when gored by a bull bn his farm. ior, Harold and Dale, all at home;
No.
1,
111,
$187.31;
,
No.
3,
219,
less.
Vos, who had been ill of a heart
filed a brief answer to Federal
County sheriffs department.
Tracer leaves a wife, Barbara,
will teach speech courses.
the father, Harry Driesenga of $369.56; No. 4, frl., 68, $114.75;No.
Court late Thursday denying Miss Helen Harton of the Hope 19; one son, Albert Eugene, a
Law enforcement officers,in- condition for several months, is Holland; three sisters, Mrs. Tana 5, 201, $339.19; No. 7 frl, 601,
charge* made against them by an speech facultywill serve as acting daughter, Cheryl Diana, all of
cluding Avery Baker, referee of survived by his mother, Mrs. Sail of Jenison, Mrs. Edith Over- $1,014.19; No. 8 frl, 60, $101.25; No. Heart Attack Fatal
internationally- known woman
the Juvenile division of the Ot- Grace Vos with whom he lived, way of Hudsonville and Mrs.
head of the departmentin his ab- route 1, Pullman; his parents, Mr.
11, 473, $798.19, No. 10 frl. 61,
chemist from Vicksburg.
tawa County Probate Court, Pro- and two sisters, Mrs. Simon Wie- Harriet Hulsman of Overisel and
For James Preleinik
and Mrs. Lester Tracer, Sr.,
Dr. Maria A. Moricz, to a
bate Judge Frederick T. Miles, gerink and Mrs. Harry Poll, both three brothers, Henry and John
three brothers, J.B., Hubert, and
Holland Township, district No. 1,
of Hamilton.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
$1,000,000 suit filed July 1, charged
Sheriff Gerald Vanderbeekand
Doyle; a sister, Mozell. The parDriesenga of Blendon and Gerald' 100, $168.75; No. 2, 236, $398.25; No.
Funerial serviceswill be held at
James Prelesnik, Sr., 84, suffered two Holland firms rnd two GuateProsecuting Attorney James W.
ents, brothers and sisters art
Driesenga
of
Borculo.
3, 245, $413.44;No. 4, 231, $389.81;
1:30 pm. Monday at the home
a heart attack at his home at mala companies profitedwhen
Bussard, report that since a meetfrom Courtland, Mo., but currentNo. 5 frl, 147, $248.06;No. 6 frl, route 1, Grand Haven, at 2 a.m. officials in Guatemala forced her
and at 2 p.m. from the East Sauging was held in the court house
ly are living on the Roy Nye farm
atuck Christian Reformed Church
280, $472.50; No. 7, 354, $597.37; Wednesday, died shortly aftei* ad to reveal a discovery she made
last June 9, to which all law enin Ganges. They are transient
with the Rev. Simon Vroon ofNo. 9 frl, 609, $1,027.69; No. 10 frl, mittance to Municipal Hospital. while working for an oil company
forcing officers, municipal judges,
fruit workers.
ficiating.
At
90, $151.88;No. 11 frl, 68, $114.75; He was born in Austria July 25, in Guatemala. ^
justices of the peace, etc., were inThe body was taken to ChapFriends may can at the home
No. 13* 119, $200.81.
1870, and came to this country at
In her suit, Dr! Moricz said she
vited. Clark was also present and
pel Funeral Home were service*
Sundy from 2 to 5 and 7 to
Jamestown
Township,
district the age of 25 and settled in Pueblo
outlined some of the procedures
discovered a formula for extract- Twenty-eight persons gave blood were held Wednesday at 2 pjn,
No. 1 frl, 58, $97.87; No. 2. 172, Colo., where he was a mining ing a chemical from a tropical Monday to the Holland Red Cross
in dealing with children under pm. Burial will be to Graafschap
with the Rev. John Willis of PullConetery.
$290.25; No. 3, 87, $146.81; No. 4, engineer for many years. He mar plant and that it was taken from blood bank.
the age of 17 years found guilty
man CongregationalChurch offi59, $99.56; No. 5, 70, $118.12; No. 6, ried Mary Rabbit of Austria Nov.
of violations of motor vehicles
her because she was not a Com- Dr. R. Nykamp and Dr. W. G. ciating. Burial was in Lee CemeGRAND HAVEN (Special)
laws. They are exclusivelywithin Tried Oat Car Lait Year,
County officals have reminded 65, $92.81; No. 7 frl, 65, $109.69; No. 10, 1897. In 1910 they moved to munist. She said her life was Winter served along with four tery.
8, 43, $72.56.
West Olive where he farmed. He threatened by Communists in nurses,Mrs. R. Boefsma, Mrs. Lee
the jurisdiction of the probate
voters that for the first time the
Had
Accident,
Pays
court and there Is' a very defnite
names of delegates to the County Olive Township, districtNo. 1 was a member of St Patrick’s Guatemala and that she was not De Pree, Mrs. W, Meengs and
Indecent Exposure Charge
trend showing a reduction in the
Conventionsfor both Republicanfrl, 42, $70.87; No. 2, 59, $99.56; No. Catholic Church.
permitted to leave the country Mrs. J. Ter Beek.
GRAND HAVEN (Special) -Hie and Democratic parties will ap- 3 frl, 74, $124.88; No. 4, $69.19; No.
Besides the wife he to survived until she disclosed the formula to
number of violations committed
Nurses Aides were Mrs. G. Ven- Heard in Circuit Court
5 frl 73, $123.19; No. 9, 84, $141.7F. by 12 children,William at home, Guatemalan officials.
and addents in which juveniles Jack Langdon, Inc., auto agency of pear on the voting machines.
der Weide, Mrs. C. C. Wood. Mae
under the age of 17 years, are in- Muskegon was awarded a default The move, expected to facilitate Park Township, district No. 1 James, Jr., Louis and Joseph ol
Her suit named two Guatemalan Whitman and Mrs. A. Van Lopik
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
judgment of 1845 plus costs in Cirvolved.
election of candidates, was ap- frl, 59, $99.56; No. 2, 233, $393.19; Grand Haven, Rudolph of Spring firms, includingone in which while Mrs. E. P. Smith, Mrs. D. Lawrence Atwood, 32, Conklin,
cuit Court Tuesday for an acNo.
^He.
$195.75;
No.
4
frl,
364,
Lake, Robert, Walter and Julius deposed Red President Jacobo Oosterbaan, and Mrs. A. W. Ta- pleaded not guilty to an indecent
Many men are now completing
proved by voters at the last eleccident that happened more than a
$614.25;No. 8 frl, 271, $457.31
of route 1, Grand Haven, and Leo
their three weeks training period
tion.
Arbez Guzman was listed as a haney served as Grey Ladies.
exposurecharge in Grcuit Court
*
Port Sheldon Township, district of New York; Mrs. Adolph Schmidt principal stockholder,and two
for this type of work and they year
Officials also pointed out that
Historians were Mrs. Fred Wednesday and was expected to
Judgment
was
ruled
against
will become active on Monday,
write-in candidatesare possible No- 1 41 $69.19; No. 3 frl 78, and Mrs. George Jedlika, Holland firms as having profited Beeuwkes and Mrs. H. Douwstra furnish $500 bond this afternoon.
$131.62.
both of Grand Haven; a lister in from her formula.
July 26, when Bever will take Donald KOhnke and Duncan Tuck- even with voting machines.
while Mrs. S. Wiersema, Mrs. P. Trial has been set for October.
over in the three counties,includ- er, both of Grand Haven. They
Directly above each office , ^blj^n Township,district No. Austria, and 29 grandchildren.
Attorneys for the Charles Bow- Borchers and Mrs. T. Berkey opJames Nauta, 39, route X Cooptried
a
car
out
from
the
agency
The rosary will be recited at man A Co. and the Bowman Feed erated the canteen.
ing Ottawa, which is also the reacolumn on the machine, is a hori- J* 7j*’1*1?-31: No* 2- 45- *75.94; No.
ersville, pleaded guilty to non-supon April 13, 1953, but were involved zontal row of numbered slides. To 3 frl 118, $199.12; No. 4, 78, the Kinkema Funeral Home Frison for the re-alignment
Products,Inc., both of Holland, Giving blood were:
port and said that he would be
to an accident while Tucker was write-in a candidate the voter
No. 5 53, $89.44; No. 6 frl, day at * p.m. and funeral services filed an answer denying all
Hattie Weenum, Willard Alder- willingto support his family if he
driving that resulted to 1845 to need only raise the slide, and 61, $102.94;No. 7, 26, $43.88.
will be held at St Patrick’s charges made by Dr. Moricz Ink, John Kraima, Robert J. Dykcould see his children.
Jo Ann Cornett
damages.
write the name on a paper behind liTtey1 TTown8hiP-Strict No. 2. Church at 9 a.m. Saturday with against them.
stra, Neal Dykema, Mrs. Eugene
Nauta was sentenced to one year
The judgment charged that the it
the Rev. Edward J. O'Hara ofTo Kenneth Earl Danu
Wiersma, Mrs. Hazel Baker, Harry in the county jail Aug. 24, 1953, on
?S.6; £2; 3’ ^ i155-25; No* 4 ficiating. Burial will be at Lake
pair "conspired to obtain use of a
When the slide is returned, the frl. m, $204.19 No. 5 frl. 35
Jipping, Joe Havinga, Mildred a contempt of court charge for
Forest cemetery. Six of the sons 4-H Students Take Part
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Cornett of motor vehicle ... and Kohnke paper rolls so that the name is *59.06; No. 8 frl, 76, $128.25,
Knoll, Donald Klokkert, Cornelius failure to pay alimony — he was
will be pall bearers.
Beckley, W.Va., announcethe mar- obtained same by falsely represen- concealed.The slide cannot be
De Ruiter, Gerald Skaggs, Gerrit $1,275 behind at that time. He is
In Judging Contests
ting
.
that
he
wished
to
purriage of their daughter, Jo Ann,
rased if any pointer in that columif
M. Van Kampen,*' Simon Huizenga, charged specificallywith non-supDavid
Barber
Wins
to Kenneth Earl Dams, son of Mr. chase the vehicle,but first wished is down in voting position, and no
Several members of Waverly Charles Wissink, Gaude M. Hoi- port of his wife and five small
Holland Man Given
and Mrs. John Dams, 200 East 14th to try k out
pointer can be turned down if the TV Spelling Contest
4-H Gub participated in county comb, Mrs. Harvey Nienhuis, Ted children from Aug. 1, 1953 through
slide at the top of the ooluma to
St., June 12 at Beckley.
Corrected Sentence
judging- contests Wednesday at Al- De Graaf, Fred Roelofi, Mrs. Don July 12. 1954.
raised.
The couple resides at 86 West Methodist Class Has
David Barber, 11-year-old son
lendale Community Hall Contests Boeve, Mrs. Robert Mulder, GilDecision on his case will come
12th St
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Forrest BarGRAND HAVEN (Spedal) included clothing in the morning bert Roelofs, Cornelius Havinga, Aug.
6. Bond of $500 was not furber, 363 West 21st St, was win- Carl W. Price. 35, of 244 East and cooking in the afternoon.
The bride was honored at a Wiener Roast at Beach
William Beckman, Jr., Mary Bu- nished.
Mirian Nies Win. Golf
ner of a Jaycee Bee spelling con- Eighth St, Holland, appeared RochelleDe Vries was one of chanan, Fred Smith, Jr., . Mi*.
fhower given July 13 by Mrs. John
test televisedin Kalamazoo Wed- before Judge Raymond L. Smith the winners to the clothing event Ford
Dams at the home of Miss Mao Fahocha Class of First Metho- Event at Saugatack
•
dst Church held a wiener roast
garet Dekker.
nesday. J3ix Holland youngsters in Circuit Court this morning and will be entered to a state conAppeal Board Deniet
Monday evening at Ottawa Members of the Saugatuck La took parUn the contest spon- for a corrected sentence.
test in Lansing the early pert of
Gas Station Permit
Beach. About 20 members were dies Golf Association played par sored by Junior Chamber of
Pine Creeh School
On Nov. 1, 1951, Price was August.
Van Klink Fwnerd
present.
at the Saugptuckcourse Thurs- Commerce.
sentenced from 16 months to life
Taking part to both clothing Plans 15th Reanion
The Board of Appeals Tuesday
Funeral services were held
Devotions were conducted by day morning. Marian Nies, who
Runnerup was Dale Cooper of at Southern Michigan Prison at and cooking judging were Marcia
night denied the application from
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Dykstra’s Mrs. Ruth Van Kampen, who gave was 6 ui>, won first prize.
Central Christian School
Jackson on n charge of rape Dericv Wanda Fodder, Margaret
The 15th annual reunkm of Walter Anderson of Muskegon to
Funeral Chapel for Martin Van a review of a new book pub- Carol Gikrest was 4 up, Dot
David, a pupil at Van Raalte which was allegedly committed Fought, Sharon Zuidema and Pjne Creek School will be held
build a gasoline station at 306-312
Klink, 49, who died Saturdayeve- lished by Billy Sunday.
Strengholt, Lano Dyke and Barb School will return to Kalama- upon a 15-year-old girl in the Rochelle De Vries. James Weller, Saturday, Aug. 7, at the school
North River Ave.
ning at Lutheran Hospital BeaverGames for the evening were in Klaasen, each one up, and Dot zoo Sept. 1 to compete to a final dty of Holland April 26, 195L Ronald Zuidema, Patty Weller and ground*.
In other action the board set
dam, Wis., after being stricken by charge of Mrs. Virginia Orr. The Rogers and Dorothy Klomparths, contest with winners from five In a recent opinion of the atVirginia Dreyer partidpated to
Program have been arranged Aug. 9 at 7 p.m. for a ‘
heart attack. Survivingare class had a song fest around a even. Bernice Fogerty and B. other cities.
torney general it was
for afternoonand evening, start- a request from
three sisters, Mrs. Lester Van
Helraink were each one down.
Other children taking, part to have Price returned before the Judge* were Mr*. Huldah Roach, ing at 2:30 and 7:30. The Moth- West 18th St. to
Dorple, Miss Helene Van Klink
Mrs. Bea Shashaguay
Next week, the women will were Patricia Stegink, Ted De court for the corrected sentence Mil. W. Keppel, Mr*. W. Fodder er’s Gub will be to charge -of the
to be used as a
and Miss Marie Bazaa. all of Holqualify for the club championship. Long, Bonnie Vande Water and so that a maximum number of and lira. Grace Vender Kolk,
The Fire
land; three brothers, Adrian Van with Mrs.
The first round to to be played Ruth De Weerd.
could be given. This
; of Coral Mid
through Monday, Aug. 1, and the
Arthur Schwarts of Holland
th^Jho hTve’dS

—
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Church House Scene

Hone Shojt Highlights

of Rites

Week's Events at Resorts
Headlining retort events this night with "table hopping magic."
In the .Hollandarea it the Doxene of visitors from reeortc
Castle Park Junior Horse Show, in this area and Grand Rapids
which annually draws hundreds are coining to Waukaaoo these
of young riders and spectators days to taka part In teaching
to the
done by Marguerite Williams at
I The show on Saturday climaxes I her Water Ski School
a busy week at all local resorts,! 'The John Mitchells of Chicago
where many vacationers are again will conduct folk dances,
cramming as many activitiesail including squares, tonight at the
possible into the final days of I Inn. They will give a series of
their July vacations. A 50th an- 1 dances themselvesand Mr. Mltniversarywill dlma* the month chell will demonstratewhy be is
at
so popular in the entertainmsnt
Huge crowds and record num- field as a folk song artist
bers of campers at Holland State Friday night will be Fiftieth
Park Indicate resort activity AnniversaryNlght-tha dining
throughoutthe area. The drawn- room will be decorated for the
out spell of hot dry weather-al- occasion and a special dinner will
though cursed by the fanner and be served. The card room will be
gardener—has been a boon to va- made into a special gallery of old
cationers who’ve taken advantage pictures and after dinner movies,
Waukasoo of Ys*ter*Ysar, will be
of each sunny day.
shown. This is possible through
Castle
| cooperation of the George KoehBig events are in store this lers of Cincinnati,who are bringweek at Castle
ing motion picture*they thenv
FOUR-YEAR-OLD ALTHEA, daughter off Mrs. until Mrs. Haiker's return a week af« Friday.
The long planned Castle Cap- selves have takfn here through
Denise Haiker, shows off the latest twirling Mrs. Haiker, kai made excellent recoveryin
•re will take place Friday night the years,
using her arms which were completelyhelpless
tricks learned during her mother's stay at
in the Amphitheatre,on the eve This will be the Fiftieth AraiiWarm Springs polio rehabilitation center. following • polio attack last September.
of the famous Castle Park Jun- versary Weekend also, and the
ior Horse Show.- The colorful dining room will be specially
Althea stayed with her grandparents, Mr. and
Capers, scheduledat 8 pm will decoratedfor special anniversary
Mrs. Peter Raffenaud at 225 West 16th St.,
(Sentinelphoto)
center around TV shows, with dinners Friday and Saturday
Dick Packard as master of cere- nights.The “Old Waukasoo" galmonies. Amby Holford is producer lery will continue on exhibit in
and
the card room and movies will be
Highlights will be a realj shown Saturday night
Western drama written and produced by junior Castle Parkers;
Grading and

week

area.

were

thicker than the
Tnosquitoeiat Van Tongeren Field
Thursday night
In the opening contest VFW
Hitt

scattered 14 hits all over the ball

park to wallop Gra-BeU Truck
Lines 14-5 while in the nightcap
North Holland squeakedby Bare-

Waukaaoo.

man

Service 10-9.
Bell slammed out one run
in the first Inning on singles by
Ken Koning and Dale Van Langevelde. But Vets’ Larry Tebetts
and Jim Slagh singled and scored
oh Hank Prince’s triple to reverse the situation.Prince then
stole home to give VFW a 3-1
first inning lead.
Tebetts’ single In the second
was a crucial link in scoring two
more VFW runs as Gra-BeU
hurler Rog Overway walked two

Gra

set them up.
here on it was all VFW.
Gra-BeU tallied twice in the thin!
_^but the Vets scored four times
in the fourth. Gra-Bell scored
twice In the fifth — but
scored four times in the sixth.
Vet catcher Jay Hoffman slapped out the only homer of the
game in the sixth when he deposited one of Overway’s pitches
in the middle of Fifth SL with
ohe on.
Tebbetts had three singles in

1

Part
Park.

men to
From

VFW

four

times at bat and

official

Prince had a triple and single in
three chances. For Gra-BeU Ken
Koning hit a double and two
singles in four trips.
, Overway was charged with the
loss while Chuck Isaacon held the
Gra-BeU hitters to eight safeties.

I

Polio Victim Describes

Fight

director.

AtUetics Score

kklnitialFrame

Toward Recovery

terson singing leads

ma;H
What’s it like to have polio?
Despite all the publicity it has For
received, it take* someone like
Bln. Denise Haiker to tell of the) ZEELAND (Special)— John De
"complete uselessness” that polio Mey was late, the Grand Haven
creates in the affected muscles. Athletics scored early and the
Mrs. Haiker returned recently Zeeland Chlx lost possession of
To Get
from the NationalPolio Founda- the SouthwesternMichigan Basetion at Warm Springs, Ga., where ball League lead hereiby a 6-3
Eight Ottawa County residents ah# spent three months regainingcount Tuesday night
are among the 285 students at the use of many musdes paralyzed De Mey, the Calvin College

6-3 Victory

the famed Waiters band
doing a takeoff on the National i (mm Wednesday's ffmtlul)
Barn Dance; plus many other Danny wehm*ver fmm Unii.nrf

Pfc. ond Mrs. Lyi#

Woyn# Hop
(Prince photo)

County Residents

tered carnations centeredwith a
Young horsemen from through- with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tuber- Miss Jean Myma Schipper and
Pfc. Lyle Wayne Hop were mar- pink rose. Her attendant wore a
out the state and many spectators gea
ried Thursday, July 15, in a double ballerina gown of cornflower blue
will be gatheringat the
Blon, 9m\MTy -tudent ring ceremony at First Reformed dotted Swiss and carrieda colonial
North Holland and Bareman’s
for the Junior Hone Show start- KprvHn!
student
were really swinging and played
bouquet of pink carnations.
ing at 9 ajn. Saturday at Maple- 1 *ervlnS ® North Blendon Reform- Church House in Zeeland. Their
one of the tightest games of the
Fifty guests, members of the
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Sybrand
brook Farm. Afternoon events ed Church for the summer, ex
season that saw both teams stage
Schipper of 138 Pine St, Zeeland, immediate families,were invited
will start at 2 pm. The day will I changed pulpits with the Rev.
good rallies.
and Mr. and Mrs. Arie Hop, to the reception at the Hub resspeedballer who mowed down the
Bareman scored five runs in Western Michigan College of Edu- since last
be climaxed with a dance at 8 Jay weener for the Sunday even- route 1, Zeeland.
taurant. Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Actually, the amount of "re- Athletics In short cider during pm on the Dance
the first— almost enough of a cation, Kalamazoo, who will reKooiman were master and misWhite
gladioli
and
greens
were
margin to win most City League ceive degrees in summer com- turn” in affected muscles is rather t first-halfcontest didn’t arrive
used as decorations for the cere- tress of ceremonies.Miss Erma
alight Mrs. Haiker was paralyzed until the eighth ining. But the
'tre^tennis^itan
The
male
‘luartrt
<*
***
Reformcontests.But North Holland also mencement exercises Thursday
mony, performed by Dr. John Van Dyke and Miss Eleanor <,
in the shoulder-upper aim region, damage was already done as the £?£* m£ SChtriH Hare, Mr.
slammed out two in the initial evening.
Bruins served at the punch bowl
Van Peursem. Music included
"All the will-power in the world Athletics nicked starter Marv
frame.
Commencement' wiU take place
Love You Truly” and "The Lord’s and Miss Sylvia Schipperwaa in
doesn’t
help
if
the
muscles
are
no
Goorhouse
for
four
runs
on
three
Lone runs by both teams re- In the women's gymnasium with
Mr dtughtBf
•ani Mr* Bernard
Sharpe Prayer," sung by Miss Shirley charge of the guest book.
K|U.m
tained the margin until the fourth Dr. J. W. Maucker, president of longer capable,” says Mrs. Haiker. hits, a walk and two long flies rteke, a former EntUah WightThe newlyweds left during the
Walters with Miss Sylvia Wildwill
ahnw
the I
i*«n
ivoiomaiOO
Through
strenuous
and
tiring
in
the
first
inning,
inning when tha roof feU in on Iowa State Teachers .College, as
reception on a honeymoon trip to
schut
as
accompanist
exercises at Warm Springs, thel The Chix equalled Athletic hit
Bareman.
speaker.
Miss Mary Margaret Schipper, northern Michigan. For going
redeveloped some use of her production with seven, but starter
0hlman’
Bob Hop led off with a triple
Ottawa residents receiving de- shoulder muscles. But most of her Dick Borkowski and Ken Clark, Castle tonight at 8:45. They alw
sister of the bride, and Dale Hop, away, the new Mrs. Hop wore an
and was foUowed by successive grees are Frances G. Martin of
Mi*. Arnold Huyser brother of the groom, attended aqua suit with white accessortee
singles by Hank Slersma, Jun Coopers ville, bachelor of science improvementcomes through who relievedin the third, kept the
teaming
new
ways
to
do
things,
safeties
well
scattered
while
a
"T*
tuf.
VMt>er*e
S u n d ay* evening and daughter Peggy are
vacation- the couple. The bride’s brother, and her bridal corsage.
and Vern Hdp. Two walks and a and elementarycertificate; Iva H.
At to# Vespen Sunday evening
cottage near Ludington George Schipper, seated the
Both Mr. and Mars. Hop art
number of errors added up the Porter, route 2, Coopersville, "1 can almost dress myself couple of costly Zeeland errors ac- children of the play
*
graduates of Zeeland High School
guests.
tions
now,"
the
says
with
a
sense
counted
for
Grand
Haven’s
final
runs, and when the dust settled bachelor of arts; Barbara Carr
The bride wore a ballerina Pfc. Hop is stationed with the
Mr’ V™** Kooi and two sons
two runs.
North HoUand had seven runs for Crabtree, 19 West 27th St., Hol- of
length
of white embroideret Army at Camp Carson, Colo. Mrs.
Barbara
frora
Mention
presented
special
Mrs. Haiker h*s the greatest
Clark fanned nine in the seven
the inning and a 10-6 lead.
mu£ ,t organdygown
land, and Lois M. Kronemeyer, respect for the Warm Springs innings he worked and chilled a Mary J Gambill and
over blue taffeta,styled Hop Is an assistantin the laboraA determined Bareman squad 114 West 17th St, bachelor of arts
* the evenin8 ervice of the Re- with Peter Pan collar and capped tory at Mead-Johnson Co.
foundation. Stricken in Septem- promising Chix rally in the ninth
picked up one run in the fourth,
Members of the bridal .party
and elementary certificates;Carl ber, the spent eight weeks in the with the bases jammed Trailing Scripture and Marthena Bosch, a formed Church Sunday.
sleeves.Her floral headpiece was
and Joe Berens homered to left
Nte ted Candidate Floyd De Boei has fashioned of white shattered car were entertainedat the home
L. Selover,East 16th St, master of sospitalincluding two in an iron 6-2 going Into the final half-inning,Bible story.
field in the fifth. Things were
a prayer. A quaj^i^don accepted the call to the local nations and pink rosebuds. She of Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kooiman
arts; Morris A. Skaalen, 25 East lung and six in a rocking
Zeelaqd scored once on walks to
getting tight again.
was sung
1 Christian Reformed church to be- carried a white Bible with scat- following the wedding rehearsal
21st St., master of arts; Harold E.
Upon
arrival
at
Warm
Springs
Goorhouse
and
Gene
Talsma
and
• Neither team scored in the
Streeter,16 West 26th St., master in March, Mrs. Haiker lived in a single by Kelly Roeiofs.
1 Don?aru. ?°^!rhr de’ 601116 pa* tor. The / date for his
sixth and North Holland went
Ralph Baidjs and Dr. Robert
ha|
Mt
down 1-2-3 in theseventh.Be- of arts, and Mary M. Vander Van, "Builder’s Hall”, the first step ini Ron Klampt then coaxed an- anaugh. Usher swere
The
Rev.
Anthony
E.
Rozendal
33 East 13th St, master of arts.
the rehabilitation ladder. There other walk to load the bases
hind by two runs, Bareman startAlso Ella J. Anderson,route 2, she teamed to feed herself, and again, but Clark had struck out Veech, Chip Craig and Roger 2eeland conducted services in
ed their half of the inning with
,
. the ChristianReformed Church
Spring Lake, bachelor of science started on dressing lessons. two Zeeland batten before get B™wn*
a- double by catcher Chet Warner.
Mr,1*1 Mre. Thatcher Ray of lajt
candidate John J.
and
elementary
certificate,and
After
two
months
the
was
ad1
ting
into
trouble.
And
he
got
Then Ted Schreur scored Warner
Helen K. Wilkinson,route 2, Spring vanced to the second floor— where Tony Diekema the same way for Detroit, who have » cottage id than * score of young toughs in
with a single.
Castle Park, stopped overnightcourt
patients are more self-sufficientthe second time in two innings and
-One more run was needed to Lake, state limited certificate.
The Kirk in the Hills 1954 OutSSS*7
I Five youth* who participatedin door Art Festivalwill be held this
Mrs.
Haiker,
who
has
been
comthe
ball
game,
tie the game, and that run was
J****
**
armed
free-for-all
at
Northern
pletely helpless in the shoukkre Roeiofs knocked in Zeeland's
on first North HoUand pitcher
High School playgroundlast Fri- year Sept. 8 through 11 at the Driver Ticketed After
from bulbar polio, waa consideredfirst run in the second, singling turned to
Don Berkompas struck out one
church grounds in Bloomfield
Zeeland Crash Sunday
much
Junior De Jonge home from sec- wWlTbe0* le^^^t the
of day night «PPwred Tuesday be- Hills. .
batter, and got another one on
(From
Wednesday's
Sentinel)
The Warm Springs routine is ond after De Jonge and Ken
at* the 'Theodore *ore R*601**’1 Judge Gerald W. In the past two years, several
an infield out that moved Schreur
All registered voters are urged not easy. About 162 patients are Wiersma had walked. Diekema’s
?.vi^mllv^he SrrotS Daw- Gr“t
leaded innocent and artists from this area have exhi- ZEELAND (Special) - Stewart
to second.
D. Unger. 59, of 1255 South Main
And there he stayed as North to cast their ballots next Tuesday, cared for by almost as many doc- single and Howie De Jonge’s
“ch bited in the festival. Some of these St., Detroit, was issued a ticket for
Aug. 3 at the polls, here. Of spec- tors and nurses. 'They really put double gave the Chix a second
HoUand popped out for the final
and
are again planning to exhibit this
ial interest is the four-way race us through the mill," recallsMrs. tally in the third but Grand Haven
failure to yield the right of way foltime— stiU behind by one run.
year.
for sheriff.
lowing a crash at the intersection
had matched the run in the first “Ek Charta. Stan, of LouUvffle
Berkompas was touched for 10
Robert A. Thom, well-known
Mrs. William 'Lugers is spendLooking back on the long grind half of the inning on Pat Kamhits in winning. Joe Serene went
for their annual viilt un
* felony which Michigan artist and chairman of of Main and Centennial Sts. at 5
p.m. Sunday.
hits in winning. Joe Berens went ing a week with her children,Mr. she also comments on losing the bout’s long triple followingan IS Kveral other Auguat
‘
the art festival committee, anand
Mrs.
John
Vanden
Bosch
in use of her shoulders. "You don’t error that put Jack Weeterhof on
A 1951 auto, driven by Unger,
ing nine safeties.
nounces that people of the Kirk
Zeeland.
realizehow much they mean. Td first
the, believed the are hard at work on arrangements crashed into the side of one driven
Mrs. Sena Redder and John rather ^loss my legs than my I Another error followed by
by John M. Huyser, 56, of 32J
for a better-than-everfestival this
Redder visited Cy Duisterwinkle
Colonial St., Zeeland. The Unger
Westerhofs double gave Grand
year.
He
predicts there will be
last week, he is a patient at Grand
The outook for Mrs. Maker is Haven its final run in the fifth
aged hoodlums said to number close to 3,000 works of art exhi- auto, headed north on Centennial,
Haven Municipalhospital follow- good. Aside from a brace on ber and Goorhouse,the victim of
and the 1950 model Huyser auto,
(Fra Wednesday'sSentinel) ing surgery.
bited during the four-day period
traveling west on Main St., both
right arm, and a sight stiffness in loose defensive play, kept the
to about 5,000 visitors.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Roeiofs are
Mrs. Carrie Rozema has retum- her neck, a casual observer would Athletics off the basepaths in the
received damages estimated at
This is the third year of the
visitingat the home of their par- to her home after spending two
$100. City police investigated.
not notice any paralysis actually sixth and seventh Innings,
unique
exhibit,
with
the
beautiful
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Roeiofs, weeks with her daughter and famwhen she lifts her arms, its only Howie De Jonge and Roeiofs led
lawns of the Kirk providing an
southeast of Zeeland. r They are ily, Mr. and Mrs. Larry Zienstra.
Thirteen Presidents of the Unitmovement from the
Zeeland with two apiece, De Jonge
Ideal setting for the display of art
planning to setUe in East Lansing
A record crowd attended the “All I can do now is keep work- collectinga double and a single,
ed States were members of the
subjects.The festivalwll be a House of Representatives.
in the near future.
school reunion at the school Sat- in, trying to gain back even more The loss dropped Zeeland’s
non-.luryexhibition open to both
"On Sunday evening, a program urday. A program of sports was use of my arm*," is Mrs. Haiker’s tetgue record to 2*1 compared to last week in cottage "Sea Gull” I*®**6 *n public places
Other guests for the past week
amateur and professional artists.
was presented in Lawrence Park. carried out in the afternoon, folGrand Haven’s 2-0 mark to give
The committee will function as
A sound film, "Faith of Our Fami- lowed by a ball game. Married And Mrs. Haiker, along with the Athletics undisputed first were Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dudman of Chicago in "Homestead’’
salesmenas well as exhibitors. In
lies," was shown under sponsor- men versus single men, the mar- thousandsof other polio patients place.
addition,16 art patrons are offership of Youth for Christ and dir- ried men winning. One feature of throughout the nation, can look Zeeland plays Friday night at and Robert Weiser and Robert
ing $2,300 in prizes for outstandected by Gilbert Van Wynen.
II yoa approve
special interest at the evening forward to the possiblynot too dis- home— and Many fans will be Hufford, also in Homestead.
Mr. and Mr*. M. H. Fielder of
ing work.
Next week Wednesday afternoon program was the showing of old tant future when polio will be happy to see the Chix* opponent*.
rndlng •<
Charlotte and their daughter and
and evening, August 4, the annual time group pictures of school chil
th* war In Korea,
I They’re the old favorites,the
two grandchildren- of California
oi rolailnq to
Cblonial Mission Fest wiU be held dren enlarflpd on a screen. The
Two-Month-01d Baby
Grand Rapids Blade Sox who won
end our troops
in Zeeland park. The children’s oldest one dated back to 1901
•pent
tw° »Mk*
Art* Prim, local branch manathe Southwesternleague title last
Into IndoChlna,
service will be held at 2:30 p.m. when the late John S. Brower Adams Si Bridges Near
Diet
at
Grand
Haven
Gull
ger
of
Home
Furnace
Co.
since
year. This year, they're playing as
and oi a policy
and followingthis Miss Mary was the teacher here, and were Finish; Open Next Week
.^PaXll917, died Sunday morning at
independents again.
which- will k-p
HI, vacationedfor three weeks Hollftnd Hoipitalof t lingering GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Geegh who has served as mission- shown in chronological order to
, The llnescore:
um out oi war
in "Hacienda” cottage.
Graveside services for William
ary in India for many years, wiU the present time. Officers were
illness. He was 80 years old. Mr.
Work on the two bridges on G’Haven
401 010 000 — 6-7-0
•rorywhere,B*
Nathan Currier, two-month-old
speak. The evening service will be elected for the next reunion, to be Adams St (East 16th St.) is al- Zeeland
Prins,
whose
home
is
at
821
Oil 000 001 — 3-7-3
U*» w» ar» atWaukasoo Ins
at 7:30 and will feature addresses held in two years, President Floyd most completed as painters need The standings:
Lincoln Ave., was bora in Fill son of Mr. and
tacked.don’t iaU
Among new arrivalsat the Inn more township to the late Mr. Currier, route 1, (Robinsontownby Dr. Paul Harrison, veteran Kraai; vice president Richard Ny- about one more day to
L Pet
to vote to your
are Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hendricks and Mrs. Klaas Prins. He was a ship), who died in Municipal
missionaryto Arabia, and by the kamp; secretary,Mrs. John Row spraying
Grand
2 0 1000 and family of Indianapolis; Mr.
local prednd on Tueeday, Antpwt I*
Hospital
Saturday
night,
were
Rev. H. N. Englund who recently horst; correspondencesecretary, The two bridges,one being conmember of Central Avenue
2 1 .667
held in Robinson township ceme- which Is primary •Isctlon day.
returned from a year of study at Mrs. John Smith; and treasurer, stnicted by Canonie Excavating
1 2 .33 and Mrs. William Peristy of La- Christian Reformed Church.
to addition to rapportto* th# policy
vonia;
William
NoU
of
Cincinthe University of Edinburgh. Spec- Nick De Witt
Surviving are the wife, Anna tery Monday afternoon.
Co. of South Haven and the other South
0 1 .00
The Rev. . Leo Tomko of the outlined abort. I hare coniUtontly mi
nati; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Lindsay, five sons, Richard and Arthur of
id! music will be presented at both
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Becksvoort by county workers, straighten a Cedar
0 1 .00)
Akron, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Grand Haven, James and Evert Assembly of God Church officiat- vigorously voted, as well as talked, to
services.The canteen will be oper- and children and Dorothy Knoll, bad jog in the
iavor oi a tax reduction, the IhnMtof
Whittson, St Louis, Mo.; Mr. of Muskegon and Nicholas of Hoi ed.
ated by women of Calvary Re- all of East Saugatuck were supper
After »Praying-te conpteted,
' . i
and Mrs. James Barris and fam- land; two daughters, Mrs. Edward The baby had been ill since oi the number oi Fsdsral’ employ—,
formed Church.
guests at the home of Mr. and sand and gravel must still be haul- daUglluCK IT Oman
the lessening oi Federalexpenditures,
ily off Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
Special music at the Second Mrs. Jack Nieboer Sunday.
Klaasen of Holland and Mrs. birth May 16, and had remained the necessity oi conductingour flow
ed to raise the roadbed and fill in
IIm> Home
in
the
hospital
since
birth.
C. Huelsoman of Cleveland; Mr. Willard Vanden Beldt of Zeeland;
Reformed Church morning service
gaps on each of the bridges.Then Ui*9 ** I,CT Ia”*
eminent so as to promoto the wollare
J. Wells of St 20 grandchildren; Sevan great Besides the parents, surviving oi
was furnished by Willard Fast, of
after grading is completed, the «n- 1 SAUGATUCK (Special) —Mrs. and Mrs.
our poople. tho security *1 ear
New
Richmond Sunday
are
four
sisters
and
two
brothers.
the music department of Holland
tire stretch will be black-topped.Lena Reid, 82, widow of the late Louis; Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Thorn- grandchildren; . a brother, Harm
Notion.
High School He sang "The Lord School Has Picnic
The road will probably be op« Clyde Reid, died at her home at hill St Louis; Mr. and Mrs, Tom Prins of Holland, and five sis- Funeral arrangements were by
Substantial progress has booa made
Bartley and family, Cincinnati, ters, Mrs. William Van Liere, Kammeraad Funeral Home.
Is My Light,’’ Speaks, and "Thou
for traffic early next week.
747 Butler St. Thureday afterto ail oi tho abort.
and Mrs. W. J. Wells of St Misses Jennie and Cora Prins,
The New Richmond Christian
Wilt Keep Him in Perfect Peace,”
noon. She had been iR for some
Following too sugg-ttono , whisk
Allan, of Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Mrs. Simon Pool and Mrs. Corne- Anthony Vroon Diet
Speaks. Mrs. Kenneth Bauman, Reformed Church Sunday Schoo
time.
Youth Nearly Drowns
many oi you hark sent me, dlqgtoe
Two girl fliers came in last lius Brandt, all of Holland.
abo of Holland, presented a vocal held a picnic at Kollen Pork last
She waa bora Aug. 23, 1831, the
into too facts, tho situatom oi eat
At Butterworth Hoipital
aolo "And the Highway Shall Be Saturday with about 75 attend After Water Sldmf
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Joseph week; each flying her own plans
Government « II Is administered
from
Cincinnati.
They
are
Miss
ing.
Special
guests
were
Mr.
and
There” from "Isaiah" Paten. Mrs.
Randall She was a member of
boro to Washington and yolctof ay
Way
Tie
Throws
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Anthony
Vroon,
Grand
Rapids
Virginia Rabung and Miss Pat
Bauman is a former teacher in Mrs. Sidney Newhouse and family
First CongregationalChurch
Donald
Pastel, 21, Grand Rapids,
resident
formerly
of
Holland, own convictions which have boon enComer.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tom
Nooof
Grand
Rapids.
Zeeland Public Schools.
X9 Race Wide Open
Saugatuck and the Ladles Aid.
died Saturday . at Butterworth dorsed by too people oi too pMrid
Mr. Newhouse has been called can thank his two buddies for his
The annual Sunday School picnic
Survivors Indude two sisters nan and family also flew in in
generally. It to encouraging to noto
Pennant race in the "C" Re- Hospital Grand Rapids. He was that despite too enormity of too clean,
of Second Reformed Church will by Chassis Holland to serve as life today.
Mrs. Anna Carpenter of Sauga- their private four setter.
After
water
sidii*
te
Spring
78
years
old.
A
retired
baker
and
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Pugh
and
the
classical
home
missionary
and
Is
creation Baseball League was
be held at Lawrence St. City Park
up task which dmfrontod this Admtotuck and Mrs. Emma Adams oi
Lake near Bowen Bridge, he startpainter, he lived in Grand Rapids
Aug. 27. At that time the pastor's working this summer in the New
Istration,too Cong— is weQ au Ito
Kalamazoo; one brother, Henry Charles Nicholson of- Evans- thrown wide open Monday night
ed to swim for shore when his
ville, Ind., entertained more than when the SouthwestHitters whip- about 40 years. His home address way on too task of giving the people
Holy Land pictureswill be shown. Richmond area.
Randall of Saugatuck;and several
friend
Robert
Van
Zandbergen,
30,
60
guests
it
Oriole
cottage
last
was
148
Burton
St.,
BE.
He
was
Games and contests were hel
ped the South Side Sluggers 14the kind of government they want.
nieces and nephews.
member of Burton Heights Though I have no opposition to *0
Sunday. Mrs. Louise Banks and 2 going Into a three, way tie for
and a potluck supper was served. Grand Rapids, let him off near the
Car Recovered
Richard Banks, currently starring the top spot with the Mighty Christian Reformed Church.
Winners were Mr. and Mrs. Ben dock. Exhausted from skiing, Patprimary, dost forgot to vote. The— a—,
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Surviving are the wife, Mar- other candidates and lbs responsiat the Red Bara Theatre, enter- Nine. :
Van Huis and Mrs. Lawrence •el was not able to make shore and Pays Large Fine
A 1949 model car license No. FJ- Holtgeerts of the adults; Calvin went down once before Zandbergen GRAND HAVEN (Special)
tained Tuesday night at a buffet
A big 10 run inning gave Allan garet: six sons, the Rev. Simon bility of endorsingtoo— who are un.
8329 reported stolen sometime Dykman, Janet Van Huis, Arlene and another companion, Donald Adolph C. Grigas, 43, Grand Rap- •upper honoring the Pughs.
Wolters his third victory. Larry Vroon of East Saugatuck,Julius opposed,of — tocting too moot worihflf^
it was recovered by Johnson and Clara De Ridder, DykweU, 19, also of Grand Rapids, ids, paid $100 fine and $4.30 costs
Mrs. Leila Kennedy of Royal Dykstra did the catching. Wol- of Miami Fla., Anthony, Jr, and where there are several ytndldatoo.
officersand turned young people; John Johnson, Mar- rescued Mm. (
in Municipal Court Saturday Oak, Mrs. Winifred Kings of ters turned in a one hitter, struck Peter R. of Wyckoff, N. Jn Dr. lueto upon the individual dttsooo off
Grand Haven police cia Johnson, Jimmy Serrle and After he waa brought to shore, on a charge of drunk driving. Kings Mills. Ohio, and Mrs. G. out 12 and walked three.
John of Sialkot, Pakistan,and every community.
. The car belongs to Ruth Dykman of the children’sstate police and doctors revived He was arrested by State Police A. Jewell of Evanston entertained
David Van Tubbergen and Bob James of Grand Rapids; three
Somber toe day. Tneoday.Apgwt
A. Brasccio of Grand department
him with the help of a
on M-104, Crockery Township a group of 30 in the Blue Room ffBosch formed the losing battery. daughters, Mrs. Joseph Batten of
waa staying at the
Friday night The car was not Wednesday.
Wildness spelled trouble for Van Sumas, Wash., Mr*. Henry RikOn the picnic committee were tor.
tin (fitly *
Mr. and Mrs; Henry Van Huia, Mr.
Danny Johnson, the versatile Tubbergenas he gave up nine kers of Benton, Ark., and Mrs.
involved in an accident
cuttiBorna*
magician who’s staying at the walks, seven of them in the third Vander Molen off
and Mrs. Ben Van Huis, Mr. and
hire. Ben Bultman and Miss Al- 44 nations for, 10 against, and two
Ha also waa tagged for a brother and sister in
Lake Ontario it the lowest off Inn this summer, entertained the
erlands.
buffet dfonac guests
the Gnat Lakes,
five hitk-
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Riders Already Entered in Junior Horse

Show

w>!
Beauty-Neat Vegetable

Let’s Plant

Gardens

a Life for

These 'Dog Days’
Vegetable gardens give a
lush look in these hot, dry,

cool,

summer
be more

days. What hobby could
satisfyingthan to plant, care for
and then pick your own mess of
beans, carrots, beets, sweet-oorn
and raspberries!
Several gardenersin the northeast section of the city have specialized in just this type of planting
Jack Tyiman and wife to Jacob and have done it attractivelyas
Bewalda and wife. Lot 11 Oakwpod well as practically.
Looking west from Lincoln Ave.
Grove Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
between 13th and 14th Sts. startRobert J. Kammeraad and wife ing at 316 Lincoln Ave. one sees
to Virgil G. Plaggemar* and wife. yard after yard of neat
Lot 10 Blk. C John W. Verhoek’s rows of com, potatoes,beans,
beets, carrots— all welcome items
Add. Grand Haven.
for the table, and each garden
, Virgil G. Plaggemars and wife making an interestingand profitto James B. Boyink and wife. Lot able back yard. Rows of colorful
10 Blk. C John W. Verhoek’s Add. holly-hocks camouflage the necessary fences.
Grand Haven.
In the newly developed 12th St.
Vernon D. Nienhuis and wife to block between Lincoln and FairKenneth Van Tatenhove and wife.
banks, two large vegetable gardens
Pt. SWK SWK 32-5-15 City of Holplanted in vacant lots look particuland.
larly thrifty right now with the
Henry A. Kooiman and wife to
raspberry crop at its height.
Reender*ConstructionCo. Pt. Lots
This section of town looks fresh
11, 12 Koolman’sAdd. City of
and well-groomedin spite of the
Grand Haven.
restrictedsprinklingschedule. It’s
Henry A. Kooiman and wife to
to be hoped that with the paving of
Kenneth W. Wierenga.Pt. Lots 11,
Fairbanks Ave., the city-owned
12 Kooiman's Add. Grand Haven.
property facing it can be developed
John P. Grubinger and wife to
into a usable recreation— garden
Guy W. Kelley and wife. Lot 2
area for the people in this part of
Warber’s Sub. City of Grand Hav- town.

Ottawa County
Real Estate
Transfers

en.

TU1TLE JOCKEYS MCI THEH MOUNTS — Four All*gem yoaagitori checked la at (he farber “turtlefana”
oa Grand St. to pick out their MiteedfN for the annual
ICC turtle derhr scheduledfor July 19 at the Albgan
Athletic field.Don Sarbar.Carol Touas. Pat Bumtry

and loan Young are shown ’"docking''a group released
by Howard Huitt. general chairman for the ereot. Proceeds will bo used to pay lor a resuscitates ht community
i

use.

Engagement Told

North Blendon
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Mr. aud Mrs. R. Dalman entertained their relatives, Mr. and

Mrs. A. Mulder of Coopersville,
Mr. and Mrs. M. Vanden Bosch
and family of New Gronigen, Mr.
and Mrs. B. Mulder and children
of Wyoming Park, Mr. and Mrs.
J. Dys and sons and B. Mulder

enjoyed a barbecue and potluck

Edward Elzinga is convalescing
at his home here after undergoing surgery for a back injury
several weeks ago. Mrs. J. Dys

W

Twp.

nieces.

Blendon.

Zeeland.
Cloverdale Dairy, just south of the
Mss Ruth Martinie and Miss
Michigan and 32nd St.' intersectionBetty Vander Tuik of Holland
wife to Charles G. Shidlerand wife.
on US-31. Colors range from deep
were Sunday visitors at the home
Lot 116 Country Club Estates Sub.
reds, pink, orange, yellows to of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Martinie
No. 2 Twp Holland.
white. This garden, too, blends and family.
Jacob Nyenhuis and wife to Marwith his vegetable rows to give a
Mr. and Mrs. R. Westveld acinus Westrate and wife. Lot 20
totally pleasant effect.'
companied Mr. and Mrs. H. WestJenison Heights Sub. Twp. Georgeveld, and Mr. and Mrs. W. Goortown.
man of Zeeland and Mr. and Mrs.
John Kyle Worley and wife to

Russell A. Michershuizen and

Out on the Jails

ResthavenHome
Contracts Given
Work

will begin In 10 days on

the new Resthaven building,
for the aged.

home

At a meeting of the Board of
Trustees of Resthaven Patrons,
Inc., Friday night at Van Raalte
Hal, the general contract was
awarded to Martin Dyke and
Sons. Plumbing,heating and ventilatingcontract was awarded to
Bert Rcimink and electrical work
to

Parkway Electric Co.
total cost will be

The

$132,-

840.07.

The board announced that one
new* resident has been admitted to

the present home, located at Cenwife to tral Ave. and 10th St.
The new home, to be built on
Harry Charles Angell and wife. Lot
32 Jenison Heights Sub. Twp. 32nd St. and College Ave., will
have a capacity of 23, one more
Georgetown.
John E. Makin and wife to Henry than double the present capacity.
Bakker and wife. Pt. Lots 11, 12 The initial unit will be an atBlk. 18 Borck’s Plat No. 1 Twp. tractive brick structure with a
spearateroom for each resident
Grand Haven. •
Margaret Michmerhuizento Clar- along with lounge, kitchen, dining
room and heating plant.
ence E. Nyhoff and wife. Lot
Eventually, if needed, wings can
and pt. • Blk. A R.H. Post’s Park
be added on each end to make a
HiU Add. Holland.
Maude Rynbrandt et al to Dick U-shaped structure and capacity
VerHage and wife. Pt. WH SWK of the completedhome will be 103
town.

Jacob Nyenhuis and

Twp. Georgetown.
Emil H. Wumpel and wife to
Howard W. Klintworthand wife.
Pt. NWK NEK 24-8-16 Twp. Spring
33-6-13

residents.

Venhmzen Descendants

Home

Lake.

Meet at Van Eyck

(HjoApiial TiatsA

Mr. and Mrs. John Venhuizen
gathered at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Peter Van Eyck on route
3 Wednesday for a wiener roast

Sixty descendantsof the

T. Westveld of Lamont to

Drummond Island where they
spent this week vacationing.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Berghorst and
family together with Mr. and Mrs.
N. Avink of Georgetown spent
the weekend at Winova Lake.
Last week Saturday Mr. and
Mrs. G. Driesenga and sons of
Borculo and Mr. and Mrs. C.
Grasmidt and sons spent the day
fishing at Big Star Lake.
Jim Zylstra spent last week
with the families of R. Ryzenga
and G. Buhrer at a cottage on
Lake Michigan.

(Special)

-

County deputies will be happy to
get rid of 32-year-old Albert J.
McCreary— he's too hard on their
jail.

Picked up Wednesday night in
Central Park when city police re-

ceived a report that he was
molesting two small girls, McCreary was put in jail to await

Jimmy Hartgerink

latives in this vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. I. Settem of Has Birthday Party
Muskegon Heights and Mr. and
Jimmy Don HartgerinkceleMrs. C. Meeuwsen and family of
South Blendon were Thursday brated his fifth birthday anniversupper guests of Mr. and Mrs. sary Thursday afternoon at a
party given by his mother, Mrs
H.H. Vander Molen.
Theives entered the hen house Don Hartgerink,at their home,
of Mrs. C. Postma twice the past
week and made off with several
of her pullets. Police are investigating.
The Frank Van Drumens are
vacationing in northernMichigan
this week.
Herman Wolbers was guest
soloist at the HudsonvilleReformed Church Sunday morning.
‘

late

GRAND HAVEN

arraignmentthe next day.
He took his anger out on the
jail, however, by breaking a window damaging the cell door and
ripping a watch band from an
officer’s wrist. He was fined $25.Pfc. Alvin Haveman returned to 10 in Municipal Court Thursday
Fort Hood, Texas, after a 12- plus $15.50 for damages, but he
day furlough at, home. Pfc. wasn’t through wreckihg things
Jurrian Potter of Fort Campbell, yet.
Taken to the county jail to
Ky., is enjoying a 37-day furlough.
Last Saturday Miss Gwen await the arrival of his wife toNichols of Coopersville became day with the money, McCreary
the bride of Jurrian Potter. The wielded a loose bunk and did a
ceremony took place at the thorough ’’chipping”job on the
CoopersvilleMethodist church. cell’s paint.
Deputies were only hoping toRelatives from here attended.
Mr. and Mrs. A, Vander Veen day that his wife arrives.
and family of Sioux Falls, S.D.,
are spendingtwo weeks with re-

near two champions, Margie Thoma- cluding Hunter Louis, Melinda
sma and Angela Ericksoq,Who Nix, Kit and Joan Holford, MarCommittee member have an- will be trying for the second leg nie Winston, Roger and Jock
nounced selection of the second on each trophy, which it is neces- Brown, Pam Du Bois, Chip Craig,
judge, Fred Boudeman of Grand sary to win three times for per- Alice Aegesen, Laurie McLean,
Rapids, who will judge the manent possession.Angela, riding
iding Curt Ratcliff, Alfle Curtenhia and
English division of the show. Small Coin at left, won the Charlotte Butler. Morning eventa
Lawrence Katt of Grand Rapids English division, and Margie, on will run from 9 ajn. to noon.
was named earlier as Western Sweet Senorita Roalta, the West- Afternoon classes will begin at
judge.
ern. They received trophies fh>m 2 p.m. Bill Butler will be ringChampionshipclassesagain will Mrs. Bill Hlnga and John Thomas- master for the show.

Michigan
Wednesday night to forget about
Farmer. The pieces were discovershuffleboard In the Center— des- i .fiat
ed between partitions in the old pile the fact that the
granery.
tile had already arrived and was

~

Ip
necessary

Tuffs also pointed out that there
are many interestingads in the
old paper showing prices of farm
equipment of the era. There is
also an ad on the "positive cure
for cancer.”

89 East 22nd St.

Games were played and prizes
awarded to Susan Helder, Judy
Oetman, Vicky Van Wieren and
Joel Vander HiU. All the children
received favors. Gifts were presented to the 'guest of honor and
lunch was served by Mrs. Hartgerink, assisted by Mrs. Willis
Van Vuren.

ready for installation.
A more carefulcommitteecheck
into the situation revealed that
the cost of material and installation of the courts was “unreasonable considering the limited use.”
Council decided to ship the tile
back to the manufacturer.
But it’s still warm outside— just
right, in fact, for painting lines
on your driveways.

The Sentinel’s Allegan correspondent estimates daily papers
published an estimatedfour milUon, five hundred thou^pndwords
on the Small murder trial last
week. . . .nearly four times the

rlflllPYfl

sriUytHf

Herfst Studio

Stage ‘Miranda9
A capacity crowd filled the Amphitheater Wednesday evening
when the Castle Park Players

To Budd $2,000
Store Addition

presented their first production of
the season.
“Miranda” a three act comedy
Herfst Photo Studio, 7 Weet
English playwrightPeter
Eighth St., ha* obtained'' a build*
Blackmore, was given as a reading
by the group, but the ease and Ing permit to construct a $2,000,

by

grace with which the

actors 10 by 20 foot addition.John Mulmoved, despitebooks, on the stage der la the contractor.
was refreshing.
More than 5,000 pictures were
Also listed among the 13 perThe play was capably directed
taken in and around the trial at
(From Saturday's Senttael)
mits issued during the week are
by Mrs. Austin Brown. Results of
a cost of more than $1,500 for
two new houses.
Mrs a Maud Marshall and daughcareful coaching and many hours
film, flashbulbs, paper and proAl Brower received permission
cessing chemicals. The combined ter Louise of St. Paul, Minn., were of rehearsal paid off as the proto build a 49 by 28 foot house at
salariesof reporters,he continues recent visitors with relatives in duction moved quickly and left
$11,800 and
16 by 22 foot
in the estimate, and photograp- Zeeland including Mr. and Mrs. little to be desired.
ers covering the trial for the one Jack Boonstraand Mr. and Mrs.
Faye Brown as Lady Marten and garage at $700, The lot is at 364
week was estimated at $5,800, not Benjamin Boonstra. Mr. and Mrs. Gayle Yansen, the beautifuF be- Wildwood Drive and the contractor is Peter Vander Leek .
countingtheir expenses.
Nelson Boonstraof St. Joseph al- witching mermaid, vied for top
Will Wessels was issued a perso recently visited relatives in billing as hits of the production.
“The report of my death is Zeeland. Mrs. Marshall is the Others in the cast included Carol mit to build a $9,000, 40 by 30
greatly exaggerated,"emphasiz- former Maud Boonstra of Zee- Kuypers, as Betty; June Du Bois, foot house and an $800, 16 by 22
foot garage at 346 West 28th St.
es Mrs. W. Curtis Snow, whose land.
as Isabel Lambert; John Wagner,
Contractors are Hllbrink and
obituary erroneously appearedreMrs. Clarence Almas of Toronto, as Sir Paul Marten; Phil Harrold, Kempker.
cently in the Sioux City, Iowa, Canada, a former Zeeland resident, as Charles;Janet Mueller, as
Other permit* Issued are;
newspaper.
was a visitor last week at the Nurse Carey; and Carter W. C. Dyke, 356 Pine Ave., reIt was a plausiblemistake, to be home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Van Brown, as Nigel Hood.
sure, but an appalling one to Dyke, Maple Street.
The plot is centered around roof house, $200, self, contractor,
Donald Berkhold, 73 West 30th
friends and relatives of Mrs. Snow
events
that occur when a prominThe American Legion Auxiliary
new garage, $800, Harvla
who live* in Sioux City, her enjoyed a potluck dinner meeting ent surgeon is rescued by a mer- St.,
Zoerhof, contractor.
home town.
last week at the home of Mrs. D. maid and decides to bring her
Western Foundry Co., 310 East
The news item stated that “Mrs. J. Van Hoven. The program pre- back to London disguised as an
Eighth St., -new truck ramp, $2,Curtis Snow” was killed in an sented included a report by Anne invalidIn a wheel chair.
000 self, contractor.
automobile accident in Minnesota. De Free, who recentlyattended the
The pretty mermaid manages to
Automotive Replacement Parti,
It identifiedher as a native of girls' State as a representdtiveof split three romances and dampen
107 East Eighth St., new display*
Sioux City and went on to tell of the local organization.
the spirits of all during the span
case fronts, $500, Harold Langeher accomplishmentsas an orThe regular monthly baby clinic, of the action.
jam, contractor.
ganist and member of the Hope
The striking fragmentationset
sponsored by Zeeland Literary
Jason Hietbrink, 77 East 25th
College music faculty.
Club will be held at the city hall which made use of the natural
But somebody was skeptical, auditorium next Wednesday after- surroundingsof the Amphi- St., new front porch, $850, Harand began to check. The next day,
theater and the sunken gar- old Langejans, contractor.
noon, July 28, from 1:30 to 4 p.m.
a retraction was printed and a Dr. John Yff will be the attending den was designed and executed by Harvey Banger, 200 East 16th
reroof garage, $50, self, confriend sent both items to Mrs.
Amby Holford, stage manager. St.,
physician.
tractor.
Snow in Holland.
Other members of the production
The following are resorting at
Andrew Hyma, 91 West 12th
Just goes to show that jumping
staff were: Properties,Sue Elliott;
Ottawa Beach in a trailer:VirSt., new car port, $100, self, con-,
to conclusions,especially in such
lighting,,Cynthia Laing; music
ginia Boonstra, Pat De Jonge,
tractor.
important bits of news as obituarand sound effects, Scrib Mantle;
Joyce
Disselkoen,
Iris
Heyboer,
ies, doesn’t pay off. This mistake
technicaladvisor,
Burke; Western TheologicalSeminary,
was a natural in many ways, be- Helen Hungerink, Karen Huxtable, stage crew, Scrib Mantel, Carter remodel parts of Zwemer Hall incause Curtis is an out-of-the-or-Marcia Ter Haar, Jackie Van Ratcliff, Ward Heneveld and terior, $300, Five Star Lumber
Co., contractor.
dinary name, and Mrs. Snow could Dorple, and Marianne Wildschut, Bruce Crandall.
Frank Kammeraad, 80 East
have been in Minnesota—she has Ruth Myaard is accompanying
them as chaperone.
18th St., addition to kitchen and
a sister living there.
remodeling, $600, Five Star
The happy truth is, neverthe- The followingmembers of group Father Nabbed by Police
Lumber Co., contractor.
less, that Esther Snow is very 2 of the Second Reformed Church
Dick Kluitenberg, 121 West
much alive and busy studying for Ladies Aid Societyenjoyed a picnic On Charge of Non-Support
18th St, remodel kitchen,$150,.
her master’s degree at Michigan dinner at the summer home of
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special)
Mrs. Kenneth Folkertsma at Gosself, contractor.
State College summer sessions.
hom Lake: Mrs. Ford Berghorst, Elmer Rhoades, 32, was picked up
by Grand Rapids police Thursday
The Manistee Summer Theater Mrs. Peter Brill. Mrs. J. Clark, for the Ottawa County Sheriffs Holland Finn Awarded
professionalcompany employs the Mrs. Willard De Jonge, Mrs. Frank Department on a charge of nonage-old gimmick of “Doubling in De Young, Mrs. Myrtle Carlton, tUpport of his wife and five small Low Bid (or Project
Free, Mrs.. Geo.
Brass” to keep on schedule for its Mrs. J. H. De
- .....
v.cw.
children..
presentation of “Hamlet,”
Mrs.
H. Geerlings, Mrs.
A Holland firm, Industrial PipjJicacJiLaisuii
xxaiijick, July 28 Gebben,
------ - —
—
Rhoades,whose family lives at
»
a
a mi a ___ .r-v
1
__ l.
ing Service, has been named low
to Aug. L The term "Doublingin L,0>d Plewes, Mrs. John Kleinhekroute 1, Hudsonville, near AllenMrs. G.
Mrs. dale, has been working in Grand bidder on mechanicalwork for the
Brass” originated back in the days **1.
_ ----— J. Van Hoven, ......
when the Ramsdell Opera House Karl Ver Hage and Mrs. O. Win- Rapids for some time. For a per- new power plant at the Michigan
Mrs.
a aii^sss"
mem- iod. he was in Texas.'
wetn built,
tsvasaif
» v#
----— . Folkertsmais m
Veterans Facilityin Grand Rapids.
was
when every
stock v\si*
com trom,
pany actor had to be able to play ber of this group. The women disMrs. Rhoades charges specifi- The state building division
__ ____ __ A. _ At __
___
a ____
_
--A O Al. _
an instrument in the brass band. cussed plans tor projects of the cally that her husband failed to awarded contracts for the new
This band was an importantfea- group.
support the family during Jan- building and said it will run well,
ture in the old companies,when
Supt. and Mrs. Oliver De Jonge
under the $1,000,000appropriation.
uary’, February and March.
the show folks paraded into towni. ®nd Meredith of Ludington were
The local firm’s contract is for
Nowadays, the term is used to recent visitors at the home of their
$293,175.
describe the various duties they mother and grandmotherMrs. Nel- Delia Bosch Engaged
Capt. Jack H. Appel, adminisperform.
lie De Jonge, East Central Ave.
trative assistantand personnel diTo
Clarence
Walters
So the Manistee player* double
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Den Herder
rector at the facility, said it apas fumiture-pick-up-men,take have moved from S. Pine St. to the Mr. and Mrs. Dick Bosch of peared now the cost will run just
care i of all advertising, steno- home of their mother, Mrs. Edroute 3, Holland, announce the slightly more than $700,000. Gengraphers, stage manager and ward Den Herder.
engagement of their daughter, eral constructioncontracthas been
clean-up men.
Mr. and Mrs. A. De Witt of Rip- Miss Delia Bosch, to Clarence J. awarded to Young and Bagin of
"The show must go on.
on, Calif., former residents of this Welters, son of Mr. and Mrs. Grand Rapids.
vicinity, are visiting relativesand Henry J. Wolters of route 6.
You shutfleboard fans will have friends in Zeeland and vicinity
Will Attend Convention
to get along without your favorite Mrs. De Witt is the former Cora
Because the earth is not a per- mr.
v. HartMr. and Mrs. Ernest V.
game in the new Civic Center. But Dalman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
of Holland, will attend the
you abnost had your courts.
William Dalman, formerly of Zeeof latitude vanes slightly be- three-dav 67th annual amvarttian
Holland's City Council decided land.
tween the poles and the equator, of Um ifichlgiin
Loan

number of words in the

PrisonerTakesIt

Harold L. Wilde and wife. Pt. Lot
182, 183 Grand Haven Beach Sub
No. 2 Twp. Spring Lake.
Cora Keen to Lawrence C. Hosley and wife. Pt. EH SEK NEK
7-5-15 Twp. Holland.
Henry G. J. Boerman and wife to
Gordon W. Bourn an and wife. Lot
66 Schilleman’sAdd. Twp. Holland.
Ruby V. Osterhousto Anthony
Groeneveldand wife. Lot 62 Pinehurst Add. Grand Haven.
City of Grand Haven to Cornelius
Petersen and wife. Pt. Lots 13, 14
Tiles Sub. City of Grand Haven.
Peter Vander Klok and wife to
Harry Burgess and wife. Pt. NWK
SEK NEK SWK 24-6-13 Twp.
Georgetown.
Harvey Charles Angell and wife
to Charles J. O’Gorman. Lot 32
Jenison Heights Sub. Twp. George-

Farm

become president of

NW*

30-6-14

a.m. at Maplebrook

the - Castle.

Grove.

supper.

for Second Wins

Sontine! photo)
entries are already In for be divided Into the Western and i ma.
the 15th anniversary Castle Park English divisions, with champAmong other young rider* al*
Junior Horse Show, which gets ionship trophiesfor each.
ready entered in the show eventa
underw-ay aext Saturday at 9
Pictured above are last year’* are several Castle Parker*, in-

father-in-law's farm. The
Tuffs family is now living with
George A. Brown on his farm at
Forest
*
Among the collectionis an old
issue of the Michigan Farther,
dated Saturday, Aug. 9,t 1902.x On
the front page is a large picture
of the then Prof. R. S. Shaw, who
had just been elected professor of
argiculture at M.A.C. Shaw later

and children of this place last
Wednesday evening. The group

Champs Who'll Try

Many

his

The row of white hydrangeasbeunderwent surgery at St. Mary’s
tween Columbia and Lincoln on
last Friday. Her condition is good.
Ninth St. is at its best this week.
Mrs. Lara Eaton of Grandvlllc
This perennial is always a favorite
died last week Monday. She was
during hot July weather.
the mother of i. Eaton.
The planting around Russ' drive- Several relatives in this area
in again deserves specialmention.
attended the funeral of Albert
Park.
Here is one spot which seems to
Miss Ellen Jean Bast
Kuyers of Borculo who died at
Est. Geesje Batema, Dec. by
realize the business benefits which
Pine Rest Sanatarium on July 10.
Adm. to Willard Weenum and wife.
Mr.- and Mrs. John Bast of
accrue .from a combination of livLocal survivors include a son, Ben Fennvilleannounce the engagePt W frl*
30-6-14 Twp.
ing color harmony and good outKuyers, a son-in-law.William ment of their daughter, Ellen
Blendon.
door service.
Driesenga, a brother, Walt KuyAdm. Est. Geesje Batema, Dec.
Another garden worth driving to ers, and several nephews and Jean Bast, to Henry D. Mast, son
to Bernard Schout and wife. Pt.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Mast of
see is the gladioty planting of the

NWK

Lost Yeor'i

F. W. Tuffs of Forest Grove
found some interestingold magazines and papers recently when
they tore down an old granery on

James W. Oakes and wife to Ervin L. Walker and wife. Pt. NV4
NE frll4 4-7-16 Twp. Grand Haven.
Lawrence Bouwman and wife to
Henry A. Kortman and wife. Lots
24, 25 Harrington’sThird Add. Twp.

frltt
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Bible.
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Admitted to Holland Hospital and social time.
.
Guests included Marcia HartMrs. Krontji
of Ottawa sang
Thursday were Mrs. Bertus
gerink,
Ronnie
Kragt,
Vicki
Van
Present from this vicinity were solos at the evening service at
Lamer, 20 North Michigan St., Thomas J. Venhuizen, Mr. and
Vuren, Joel Vander HIU, Judy
the Reformed Church here.
Zeeland; Marilyn Meeuwsen, 458
Mrs. William Venhuizen, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. H.H. Vander Oetman, Susan Helder, Carl
n
Weat 19th St.; Mrs. Martha HardMrs. Ralph Dokter and children, Molen visited Mr. and Mrs. Har- Sterenberg,Marian and Johnny
ing, 203 West 21st St, Mrs. EdVernon, Marilyn, Nancy, Peter old Vruggink and family at Smith Wheaton and Marcia Driy.
ward Harkema, 253 East 10th St;
and Tom; Mrs. J. Lamberts and Blendon Sunday evening.
Mr*. G. Nieboer, 525 Chcago Dr.;
Sally, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Church Guild Meets
Benjamin Kole, 441 West 20th Webber, Mary Ann and Ruth Ann,
St
Marriage
Licenses
At Ottawa Beach
and Mrs. Richard Van Eyck,
ik Dischargedfrom Holland Hospi- Mr.
Ottawa County
Betty and Bobby, Mr. and Mrs.
The FriendshipGuild of Hartal Thursday were Mrs. Mrs. RobLeon Scholten Janie and Allen, James Dale Meyer, 19, and lem Refbrmed Church had a
ert Madewell and baby, Bristol
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Van Eyck and Betty Lou Kehrwrecker,18, both hamburg fry at Ottawa Beach
Hotel; Mrs. George Minnema, 385
Terry Lu, Mr. and Mrs. Jason of Holland; William Earl Gargano, Wednesday evening.
West 20th St.; Mrs. Evert Brede- Volkers, Stevie Jay, Miss Pat 29, Holland, and Carol Jane
The social committee,Mrs.
way and baby, 332 James St; Beaverwyk, Mrs. Donna Lam- Holmes, 24, Stambaugh, Mich.;' Sam Van Rjalte, Mrs. Ernest
Mrs. Boyce Coggins and baby, 286
berts; Mrs. Donald Voorhorst and Jack Lumley, 23, and Judy Keyes, Overkamp and Mrs. Carl Baker,
West 14th St.; Mrs. Warren Bos- Louise.
17, both of Grand Haven
were in charge of the event.
nian and baby, 143 Fairbanks Present from out-of-town were
Seventeenmembers were present.
Ave.; Mr*. Edward Harkema, 253
Mr. and Mrs. John Venhuizen, Highest-paidunion members in Mrs. Francis Dykstra led deEast 10th St.; Charles Brouwer, Mrs. Ann Babb and son, Robert, the United State* are members in votions based on the “great out361 Maple Ave.
Mrs. Douglas Venhuizen,Ronnie, unions in the entertainment field of-doors and beauties of nature."
Hospital births Include a daughDavid, Phillip, Steven, Linda and —television, radio, movies and Sentence prayers concluded the
ter, Elaine Ruth, bom Thursday
evening.
Curtis of Grand Rapids, Mrs. music.
to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Koops, Harold Yonkers, Mary Ellen,
route 6; a daughter, Nancy Jane,
Jeane, Kathy and Bob of Grandborn Friday to the Rev. and Mrs. ville, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Lambert Ponsteln, 264 West 14th Englesman,Donna, David, Jeffery
St; a daughter, Laurel Rae, bom and Michael of Jenison.
Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Eyck
Hirdes, 34 East 21st St; a son have sold their farm and bought
bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Eu- a home at 533 West 21st St Begene Michielsen, 750 Aster Ave.; fore occupying their home they
and a son bom Friday to Mr. plan to spend about three months
^ and Mrs. John De tange, route 2. with their son-in-law and daughNEW ZEELAND HOSPITAL — Hare is on architect's present time the board is not counting upon receiving
ter, Mr. and Mrs. William Combs
dutch of Ztolontt now Thoma, G. Huizinga MemA divise has been developedto and family at Everett,Wash.
help. The hospital will face west on Taft St. at a
orial Hospital. The 36-be<l structure will b* on ono
point where Lawrence St. runs dead end. Members of
IoyoI. Estimoted cost is *200,000 with more than
There is enough wood in the
General Sherman tree in Califor*105,000 in cad. and,
podges already
nd.tyedges
to build 29 six room
Government
aid
has
b
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League at Mackinac Island starting July 29. Guestspeakerswill
come from at least four other,
states and Washington,D.C

The rat can live
out water than any
mal.

president; Maynard Mohr, rice president;

l C.

.

Pree, secretary; jack Boonstra, treasurer; Robert

Ef

Cf™1!? ft’rtttn,Peter

Stool, Jr.,

Mamuonto Don

Hordtr, Mrs. Htnry
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Sunday School

Janice Kinkema

Lesson

Honored at Tea
Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, Jr., and
her daughter, Miss Patricia Sligh
entertained at a tea and roundthe-clock shower Saturday afternoon at their home on South
Shore Dr., for Miss Janice Kinkeina, Macatawa Park.
Miss Kinkema will become the
bride of Albert Home Burchfield
III Saturdayevening.
Mrs. Charles R. Sligh, III and
Mrs. Robert L. Sligh poured at
the attractively decorated tea

August 1, 1954
Chriftfea Worship sad Fellowship
Acts 2:46. 47; Colossians 3:12-17;
Hebrews 10:23. 25
By Henry Geerlingt
Worship is the heart of Christian
fellowship. Just as the heart is
necessary to the life of a human
being, worship is necessary to the
life of the Christian.As the heart
TB* Bom* «f Mi*
Holland City Kewi
must best regularlyand pump
PublishedEvery Thurs
Jdtf by th* Sentinel blood constantly to keep the body

_

Printing

Ca

table.

Office 54*M
be
West Eighth Street. Hol- alive, worship services
land, Michigan.
held regularly
give forth
Entered as second class matter at
the poet office at Holland. Mlclr, prayer and praise to God in order
I

Included in the guest list were
residentsof Maicatawa
Park, Grand Rapids and Holland:

must

summer

and

under th* Act of Confress.March
1879.

w. A. BUTLER, Editor

S.

TEN JOIN NATIONAL GUARDS —

Mrs. Fred Campbell,Mrs. Simon
Den Uyl, Mrs. William Bradford,
Mrs. Bondy Gronberg and Mary,
Mrs. A. E. Sharp and Elizabeth.
Mrs. W. E. Koenig Barbara and
Marilyn, Mf*. H. Walkotten, Mrs.
Guy • DeBoer and Roberta. Mrs.
Albert Koeze and Mary Beth.
Mrs. Alvin Lamberts and

for Christians to stay alive in His

kingdom.
Fellowship is the strength of
and PubUsher

Holland's

Co. D neared full strength with the addition of
10 new men who were sworn in by It. Con Boeve

try Division, will be presented to Co.

D by Gov.

G. Mennen Williams and Gen. McDonald,
commending officer of the division.Left to

right, (front row) are James Hayes, Erwin Ter
(far left) Monday night. The unit js undergoing
Christianity.
A chain is one of the
Haar, Blaine Timm,er,Earl Bonzelaar,Robert
preparations
for
the
annual
summer
encampstrongest means we have of bindAdvertisingand Subscriptions 3191
Hungerihk; (back row), Dave Schrotenboer,
ment at Camp Grayling Aug. 7 to 21.,, On
ing things. A chain of fellowship
.... The publishershall not be liable holds Christians together. The
Leon 'Kalkman,. Ivan DeGraaf, Bill Vender Bie,
Saturday, Aug. 14, the Eisenhower trophy,
• for any error or errors tn printing
heart of the center of fellowship
and Roger
(Sentinel photo)
awarded to the best company in the 46th Infanany advertising unless a proof of
such advertisementshall have been stands for the love of Christians
Cheryl, Mrs. Albert Nieboer, Mrs.
obtained by advertiser and returned for Christ and for each other.
Henry Battjes,Mrs. John Spalink,
kc
by him in time for corrections with
-k
The maker of an iron chain is
- such errors or correctionsnoted
Mrs. Bert Van Den Berg, Mrs.
plainly thereon;and In such case If responsiblefor the strength of each
Dan Etheridge, Mrs. E. C. Ryan
** any error so noted is not corrected, link, and he knows that one weak
THANKS TO THIS AP CONDITIONING unit Dennis Slikkers and Consuela, Mrs. Fred J. Bosma,
publishers liability .shall not exceed
link will ruin the whole chain. Insuch a proportion of the entire apace
Mrs. William Keenan and Nancy,
can at least be cool
if not what you'd call comfortable.
occupied by the error bears to th* dividual Christians make up the
Mrs. Verne Hohl and Laurie Ann,
Slikkers is in o><ompletebody cast after breaking his back in a
whole space occupied by such adver- chain of fellowship. Each is responMrs. James Ver Meulen and Judy.
— tlsement
fall recently.' The air conditioner was the idea of fellows out
sible for his own strength in the
Mrs. Roy Ward. Mrs. David Ver
practice of Christian principles at Chris-Craft Carp., where Slikkers works. (Sentinel photo)
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Meulen. Mrs. Jack Wiese, Mrs.
One year. *3.00; six months. *2.00; and the regular worship of God.
LANSING JUP)— A record numJohn Nieboer, Mrs. Willard Hubthree months. *1.00; single copy. 10c.
ber of officersand men will take
But
he
is
also
responsible
for
his
Subscriptions payablein advance and
hard, Mrs. Vaughin Bryant, Mrs.
part in Michigan National Guard
will be promptly discontinuedIf not neighbors and his brothers in
Simon Boerema, Mrs. William
ALLEGAN. Mich.
Circuit
renewed.
field training this summer, Brig.
Christ.By his example, his teachEerdman, Mrs. Taylor ClosterSuhscribers'will confer a favor by
Gen.
George
C.
Moran,
state Judge Raymond L. Smith Monday
ing.
and
his
encouragement,
he
reporting promptly any irregularity
house, Mlf. Russell Swaneyrand
adjutant general, revealedtoday. set Aug. 2 as date for a hearing
can prevent others from becoming
in delivery.Writ* or Phone 319L
Sandra, Mrs. Harold Kranenberg.
Training for nearly 10,845 on a petitionfor a sanity examweak links in the chain.
Mrs. Don Kranenberg.Mrs. Harry'
(or
guardsmen will be inaugurated
An
iron chain once forged, must
TWO TO KEEP A BARGAIN
Whittier, Mrs. Roy Kenyon and
ination for Dr. Kenneth B. Small.
July 31 by Company
of the
remain the same size. The chain
It take* two to keep a bargain
Virginia. Mrs. E. S. Sevensma,
Judge Smith, who just returned
of friendshipcan grow indefinitely.
Three
Illinois
residents were 878th Engineer Battalion at Camp
Mrs. Alfred C. Kinkema and Alias well as to make one. The barDouglas, Wis.
from a northern Michigan vacaAs e*ach individualChristian Oops— Crash!
released
from
Holland
Hospital
son, Mrs. Sullivan and daughter,
That was it. A split second
gain that tr.e free world has made grows in his devotion to Christ and
State field training will hit its tion which he took after sitting
Tuesday following treatment for
Mrs. John T. Osier and Ann.
peak when the largest element of on the bench during Small's dram*• with the Red power* is so far only to others,the power and influence turned strapping 6'2” Dennis
Also on the guest list were Mrs. Injuriesreceived when a car ramthe Michigan Guard, the 46th atic week-long murder trial, set
Christianitygrows wider. It is Slikkers of 159 East 35th St.,
1 ‘ a scrap of paper. The test will
Albert Home Burchfield and Mrs.
med into^ their parked trailer on Infantry- Division, invades Camp the date for the hearing after
if the links in the chain were
come in the keeping of the <
recently into a helpless man.
Richard Piviratto of Pittsburgh.
Grayling Aug. 7 for 15 days of conferring with Leo W. Hoffman.
growing larger. As this happens
Pa., and Mrs. Thomas Denney of US-31 two miles north of Saugatuck
tract.
Slikkers was only up seven feet
active training.
more
individualsare drawn to
at 3:30 p.m. Saturday.
Small's attorney, and Allegan
Is
Judging by past experience, the
Chestnut
Hill, Mass.
Of the record 10.845 men now County Prosecutor Dwight M.
Christ and encouraged to remain on a small step-ladder painting
The
trio.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
' chances arc not very bright that
the trim on his house. But the
Salena and 19-year-old daughter. in the State National Guard, more Chet ver.
the Reds will live up to their fast in the chain of fellowship.
A 74-year-oldDutch bom CathWorship
is
important
in
the
life seven feet was enough as doctors
Jan. who received head and facial than 96 per cent are expected to
Small was found not guilty of <>
solemnly sworn contract. About the
of
the
individual,of the family, reconcile him to spending three olic priest was honored Monday
lacerations,were termed in good take part in summer training, the ‘murder of Jules Lack byonly satisfactionthat the Ameri
condition.They were asleep in the Moran said.
reason of insanity. He admitted
can people can get out of the and of the congregation. If w-e months in a body cast for a at a surprise dinner in Essexviile,
Admitted to Holland Hospital trailer parked eight feet off the
National Guard truck convoys, during the trial that he shot Lack.
have
an
appointment
with
some
broken
back.
near
Bay
City,
with
the
decoraGeneva settlement is that their
Wednesday July 21 was Henry highway near a roadside table which touched off a squabblebeBut it wasn't the three months
45. a New York industrialist, on
government did not actually sign one whom we consider important,
tion, Knight in the Order of Haverdink,111 West 28th St.
tween tourist and military inter- May 29 when he became crazed
or
if we expect an honored guest In the future that botheredhim
area.
the cease fire agreement.If and
Orange Nassau. %
Admitted
Friday
July
23
were
during last week’s 80 and 90 deA car driven by Lee Bridgemon, ests last year, will create "a after his wife told him she loved
when the Reds renege, this coun- in our home, or if some notable
The decorationwas presentperson is to visit our congregation, gree heat wave. Slikkers describes ed to the Rev. Raphael G. Greven, Miss Muriel Hopkins, 17 West 35, of Chicago,crashed into the minimum disturbance”on high- Lack.
try will at least be technicallyin
we are careful to make every what it was like to be in the 10 by William H. Lambooy. trade Ninth St.; Ronald Dykema, 596 rear of the trailer scattering ways this year, officials promised. The fatal shooting happened at
* “the dear.
No more than 15 troop carriers a luxurious summer home at
pounds of plaster in two words— commissionerin Chicago, and act- Crescent Dr.; Mrs. Harold Kraai. wreckage over a wide area. After
There is no rejoicing over preparation for the occasion. Too
349 West 21st St.; Richard Jones,
will travel in one section and
frequently
we
make
little or no "I cooked."
glancing
through
the
debris
the
ing
counsel
general
in
the
absence
Douglas on the shores of Lake
Geneva in the free world. Why
Then into his hospital room of J.E.V.M.J. Van De Mortel who route one, West Olive, and Har- Bridgemon auto struck another car slow-movingvehicles will pull off Michigan where Small’s attractive
should there be? Geneva was the preparation for standing In the
old Tibbe, route 1.
the
road
to
allow
civilian
traffic
walked
the
surprise
of
hislife.
driven by George Vander Wal, 30.
is vacationing in the Netherlands.
wife, Edith, 30. and Lack were
West’s greatest defeat in a decade. presence of God. Out of our busy
Discharged Friday were: Mrs.
to pass when necessary, they said.
lives we may be tempted to go to An electrician carrying a great
During a stop in Holland Mon- William Pathuis, 122 East Eighth of 286 West 21st St., Holland.
spending the Memorial Day week• "What do you think? Write us 300
the sanctuary, drop into a pew to big air conditioningunit. And day Lambooy said Rev. Greven is
The home-made trailer was Heavy equipment will move by end with friends.
words.
St.;
Mrs.
Forrest
Roberts.
269
with it a card ‘from the fellows"
almost completelydemolished at rail.
being honored for his 50 years of
Under state law, Small must be
With any other powers, it would say to ourselves and those who
out at Chris-Craft where he service. Rev. Greven arrived in the Felch St.; James F. Scott. 21 an estimated loss of 5250. while the Alqng with Camp Gray i n g.
committed to a state institution
bo unfair to take for granted that are worshippingwith us that we
West
21st
St.;
Miss
Marilyn
currently
being
used
by
1,000
Indworks.
too are present.
Salena car was damaged to an
United States a few month after Meeuwsen, 458 West 19th St.
for the criminallyinsane until
the scrap of paper will be tom
'The fellows" were the same his ordination.
We ought to give serious .considestimated 550. Damage was 550 to iana National Guardsmen, Mich- such time as he is found to be
up; in the case ot the Reds it is
Admitted to Holland Hospital
fellows who helped Alvin De Boer.
igan units also will utilize Camp
Lambooy said Rev. Greven first
the Vander Wal car, and 5500 to
sane. Hoffman filed the petition
; J not only fair, it is merely an ap- eration to the fact that when we
Little did Slikkers know this served a parish in De Pore. Wis- Saturday,July 24 were: Joan
Claybanks (west of Rothbury on
go
to
church
to
worship
we
are
the
Bridgemon
auto.
to have a sanity examinationimpeal to experience.From Lenin onf
Tabison,
305
West
15th
St.;
John
spring when aiding with the then spent 15 years in Montana
Sunday at 1:20 p.m. another Lake Michigan).The 146th AAA mediately after the trial ended.
*
their statesmenhave announce 1 presenting ourselves before God.
Sabela. 7419 West 61st PI. Argon.
De
Boer
project
that
the
tables
Battalion.
Detroit,
will
train
at
before being appointed to his preover and over again, without And, In the spirit of that signifi- would be shortly reversed.
Judge Smith must decide at the
HI; Martin Van Seek, 176 West crash at the same spot caused 5300 Claybanks Aug. 14-21.
sent parish in 1929.
hearing whether to appoint at
shame, that they do not recognize cant Oriental usage whifch drops
19th St.; Barbara Rozema, 1055 damage to a car driven by Rosa
The
fellows,
aided
only
by
a
The
Michigan
Air
National
While in Holland. Mr. and Mrs.
Rosenthal, 24. of Racine, Wis. The
international morality, that the its sandals at the palace door, the
$75 grant from the Holland Lions Lambooy were guests of Nether- Lakewood Blvd.; Marianne LochGuard will begin its first year least two psychiatrists to examRosenthal car struck one driven by
ine Small in Allegan County,
end they have In view justifies any devout worshipper will put off his
ner,
384
West
18th
St.;
Julia
Club,
had
set
De
Boer
up
in
busiof summer training at the new
lands InformationService Directravel stained shoes, will try to
means.
Sabela. 7419 West 61st PI.; Argon Julia Patterson, 56, of Michigan Alpena Air Guard Base on Aug. where he is now in jail, or send
ness
at
the
plant.
‘The free nations are betting on divest himself of secular anxieties Slikkers’ case required a differ- tor Willard C. Wichers and visited HI.; Joan Sabela 7419 West 61st City, Ind.
him to Ionia State Hospital.
the museum and the Lake MacaBoth cars were traveling south 21. No combined air-ground exer- Cheever said he would oppose
an exception in this instance.Br and worldly projects, when the
PI. Argon, 111.
cises
are
planned
this
year,
offient
approach.
tawa resort area.
rish and French statesmen, and the place where he stands is converted
Hoffman’s motion to have Judge
Discharged Saturday Included: when Patterson was unable to stop
His temporary ailment, and the
Lambooy said that exports to Ronald Dykema. 596 Crescent Dr.; and crashed into the rear of the cials said.
British and French people, did the tato holy ground. It is then he air conditioningunit was just the
Smith appoint a sanity board and
Also
on
Aug.
21.
the
300
AAA
the
United
States
from
Holland
ought to realize that he is about
Rosenthal auto as it slowed up for
same thing when Hitler signed
will ask the judge to send Small
ticket. Right now he's the envy' of have been rising during the last Mrs. Alice Kraker. route three
Battalion
of
the
Upper
Peninsula
line of traffic.
similarscrap of paper at Munich to come face to face with God.
Hudsonville;
John
Boersma,
1186
to
the state hospital and that ifny
everyone in the hospital— except few years. He cited fgures showand Manistee will embark for
Worship is important because we
The pattern will of course be difLakeview Dr.; Ben Schrotenboer, No ticket was Issued. Damage Camp Haven, Wis.
Cheever contends state law refor the broken back.
ing that exports totaling$40,000.Patterson’s 1948 model car was
ferent in the Red repudiationof the become like that which we worAnd that isn’t all. When he 000 in 1949 have now gone up to route two, Zeeland; Mrs. Reynold to
Cost of the 1954 National Guard quires commitment of all persons
Geneva agreement. The contract ship. In worshipping God we con- goes home the air conditioning
Banger and baby, route two; Mrs. estimated at 550.
crime by
field
training in Michigan will be found not guilty of
$200,000,000.
will not be broken immediately sciously and continually strive to unit will follow.
Alfred H. Brenner and baby, Deputy Henry Bouwman investi- an estimated 51,330.853. Moran reason of insanity to be committed
__ the Red serpent has far too much become like Him. 'Such worship ‘•Will it be wonderful to get
route 1. Dorr; Mrs. Melvin Hirdes gated both crashes. R. Bracken- said. More than 51.000,000 will be to the state hospital and tha any
and baby, 34 East 21st St.; Mrs. ridge of the Saugatuck Police de- spent at Grayling encampments. sanity examinations must be held
to gain from winning time to digest adds meaning to life. It takes us back to the kids." exclaims SlikJames Koops and baby, route six; partment assisted.
-• the big meal of thirteen million out of ourselves and makes us kers.
in Ionia County.
is the father of two
Mrs. Gordon Slager and baby,
Asiatics that the free world has realize that we are allied with the daughters, Marjorie Ann, 11, and
route 1, West Give; Allan Loohanded over on a golden platter. infinite.It has been said that even Claudia. 3.
ot the Moose
Birthday Celebration
Members of the Willing Workers man. 69 West 29th St.; and Otis Mrs. Evelyn Smeedley
among the heathen there was a
*• ' But when digestionis complete.
So Slikkers becomes the second
Assemble at Hall
notion that the gods preferred the persoh in recent weeks to say. MissionarySociety held their an- Barlow, 178 East Fifth St.
Succumbs at Ann Arbor
will be a simple matter to find
Fetes Mrs. Driesinga
nual picnic Tuesday night at Otta
worship of those who resembled •Thanks fellows."
Admitted to Holland Hospital
pretext to break the contract.
Twenty-five
members
of
the
wa
Beach.
A
potluck
dinner
was
HUDSONVILLE /Special)
Sunday July 25 was Mrs. Max
If past experience can be de- themselves. Therefore dwarfs were
A group of relatives gathered
served at 7 p.m. Games were Welton, 135 132nd Ave.
Mrs. Evelyn Smedley, 43. of 9482 Women of the Moose. Holland Saturday evening at the home of
pended upon, the Reds will try to not allowed to worship Hercules,
played. The Misses Connie NienPre-Nuptial Party
Discharged Sunday were Mrs. 56th St.. Blendon township, died Chapter 1010, attended a meet- Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driesinga,
- • make it appear that the free world nor were the sad and pensive perhuis
and
Hazel
Bakker
were
on
mitted
to
join
the
worship
of
Glenn
Bonzelaar and baby, 21 at University Hospital at Ann ing Wednesday evening at the Sr., North Blendon.lo celebrate
is the one breaking the contract.
Fetes Miss Tuber gan
lodge Hall.
the
committee.
West 32nd St.; and Mrs. Fred Arbor Sunday morning.
the birthday anniversaryof Mrs.
That technique is so well estab- Bacchus, supposed to be a merry
A letter from Miss Zola Kenney,
John Raak entertained the boys Zona. 2123 Ottawa Beach Rd.
Surviving
are
the
husband.
Driesinga.
lished by this time that it seems god. From such follies an excellent
Mrs. George Sale of Hamilton
grand
recorder
at
Mooseheart,
Births at Holland Hospital in Charles; four daughters, Mrs.
A hamburg fry was held followincrediblethat anyone on this side truth may be drawn— he that would entertained at a bridal shower of his Sunday School class at a
was read, asking all members to
-• of the Iron Curtain can have any like to please God must be like Thursday evening in honor of wiener roast at Port Sheldon last elude; a son. Gerald Jay, born to Louelia Hopp of Blendon. Mrs. cooperatewith the Loyal Order ed by a social evening. Mrs. DrieTuesday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Klaasen. Lois Slater of Alto, Mrs. Barbara
singa was presented a gift.
*’ illusions left about the Reds keep- God.
Miss Diane Tubergan.
daughter Cousineau of Fruitport • and of Moose, 1116 on Civic Affairs
Through fellowship we learn to
Attendingwere Mr. and Mrs.
M _ing their word
Games were played during the Mr. and Mrs. Chris Sas and Mr. route 5. July 23,
and Mrs. Herman Brink of Hudson- Carolyn Jane, bom Saturday Marcia Smedley at home; three Resolutions.
Harold Klinger and family of
All the Reds need to do is make live with self, with others and evening and a two-course lunch
Mrs.
Marie
Botais.
senior
reville visited friends in Fremont
Mr.
Mrs. Kenneth sons. Roger, Kenneth and Gordon gent, Mrs. Ruth Rummler, junior North Blendon.Mr. and Mrs.
their own people, and the illu- with God. For fellowship is shar- was served.
Givens. 233 East Ninth Street of Blendon; eight grandchildren;
Peter Driesinga and family of
sioned fence-sitters like India, be- ing. and he who has learned to
Invited were the Mesdames Saturday. July 24.
Mrs. Marvin Nienhuis will be and a daughter. Jean Evon. to Mr. four brothers. George, John and graduateregent,and Mrs. Flonne Bauer, Mr. and Mrs. John De
* • lieve that the West is breaking the share has learned one of life's Lawrence Sale. Martin Sale,
Richard Riesma of Grandville and Berkey. graduateregent, will at- Vries and family of Hudsonville,
agreement. Experience shows that mast important lessons. Genuine Julius Sale. Myron Sale, Ale Pet- hostess to members of the North and Mrs. Alvin Koops route
Henry Riemsma of Ada; three tend the internationalconvention Mr. and Mrs. Arend Driesinga
fellowship stems from the heart, roelje, Carl Dannenberg, John Holland Home Economic Club at Born July 26 was a son. James
it is not hard to do this.
sisters,Mrs. Tena Ploegsma of at Chicago in August.
her
home
Friday.
July
30,
for
an
Arlyn,
lo
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jacob
De
and family of Beaverdam. Mr. and
and is more than sharing from Lubbers. Nick Wiggers, Jerrold
Prize winners for the evening
Holland. Mrs. Henrietta Hulst and
Mrs. Lee Dyke and family of Al- i
just a sense of duty. Back of the Lubbers. Gerrit Sale. Bernard all-day meeting. A lesson on bas- Graaf. 20 East 20th St.
were
Mrs.
Botsis
and
Mrs.
Gladys
Mrs.
Janet
Pridgon
of
Grand
RapNewcomen, Guests
lendale, Willard Driesingaof
sharing must be a loving heart. Poll. Ken Branderhorst. Henry ket weaving will be presented by
Gordon. Officers were hostesses.
ids.
With each gift or in each activity, Rankens, Harold Ende, Fred Mrs. Tom Kraai of Zeeland.
Meet at The Castle
Mrs. Berkey worked at the North Blendon, Miss Dorothy VerThe Sunday School class taught Decides to Plead Guilty
eeke qf Beaverdam,Mr. and Mrs.
must go a portion of the individual. Tubergan, Justin Sale. Lester
blood clinic this week. Others inHolland Newcomers Club held
Walter Vander Veen. Mr. and Mrs.
The Christiansin the early Sale, Jarvis Drnek, Fred Smit and by Harvy Knoll enjoyed a wiener To Negligent Homicide
terested in working at the canVander Veen and Mr. and Mrs.
its monthly business luncheon at church shared in the gospel which Misses Marla Sale, Ruth Sale and roast at Harlem Beach Tuesday
teen at the clinic are to contact
night, July 20.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Arnold Vander Veen and family of
the Castle Wednesdayafternoon. was proclaimed. They shared a Virginia Drnek.
Mrs.
Thelma
Vcldheer or Miss
Hudsonville, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Sixty-seven members and guests common salvation,for each had
Miss Tubergan will be mained The week of Daily Vacation Bible CliffordW. Bastian, 50, Muskegon,
Maxine Den Uyl.
’Vander Veen and family of Holattended
come to God through faith and in September to Corp. Lavern ^School was completedwith a pro- pleaded guilty to a charge of negA women’s drill Is being organland.
Prospective members introduc- obedience. They shared their pos- Sale. Who is serving in the armed gram last Friday night. The aver- ligent homicide in Circuit Court
ized by Mrs. Rummler. Officers
age attendance was about 325. The Tuesday.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
ed were Mrs. Donald Gebraad, sessions for the preachingof the forces at Fort Campbell, Ky.
and escorts will meet for practeachers and assistantswho helped
Previously, on June 14. he had
Arthur Vander Veen and family
Mrs. Ben Meredeth, Mrs. Hubert word and for the care of the poor
tice session at the lodge hall Wedwere the Mesdames Henry Elzin- stood mute in Circuit Court on
of Sioux Falls, S. D., who are
Overholt, Mrs.
Mc- and needy. They shared the privinesday at 7:30 p.m. Formal initiga, Gerrit Van Kampen, Jack the same charge and a plea of not
spending three weeks with friends
Cormack. Mrs. C.E. Merillat and lege of remembering the Lord in Birthday Party Fetes
ation for five candidates will be
Nieboer, Harvey Knoll. John Nien- guilty had been entered.
and relatives throughout Michigan
Mrs. Herbert Smith. .
the same memorial supper. They Mother and Daughter
held Aug. 4.
and Wiscohsirf.
Cause of the charge is a fatal
huis, Ellsworth Ten Clay and the
Other guests present were Mrs. prayed together to the same God
R.E. Baiber, Mrs. Dollum, Mrs. snd in the name of the same
A birthday party was given at Misses Helen Freriks, Joyce Knoll accident on Dec. 12, 1953, when
Mrs. Pearl Geldersma of Grand
Robert Beukema, Mrs. Ray John- Christ.
the Leon Rigterink home Thurs- and Betty Smith.
Several Persons Fined
Mrs. Elizabeth Barense '
— -son, Mrs. Howard Miller, Mrs.
day afteinoon in celebration of • Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Barense of Haven was killed as Bastian’s
auto
collided
head-on
with
the
In
Zeeland
Court
Gerald Straub, Mrs. Harry Dunn.
Dies bn Thursday
the birthday anniversariesof Mrs. Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Pickle and Mrs. Fred August Bride-fleet
Rigterink and her daughter, Diane. Marinas Barense of Zeeland were Geldersma car on US-16 near
ZEELAND
(Special)
ThirZEELAND ( Special) Mrs. 4
Bisgrovc.
The afternoon was spent social- guests Sunday night at the home Coopersville. Mrs . Geldersma’s
Honored at Shower
teen persons paid fines totaling Elizabeth Barense, 92, formerly
husband,Andrew, was driving. Cards were played and prizes
ly and .a two-courselunch was of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Nash.
$426.90 recently In the Justice of East Central Ave., Zeeland
Decision on Bastian s case will
won by Mrs. Robert Beukema,
Peter Douma is in Holland Hosmiscellaneousshower was served.
Court of Egbert J. Boes.
come
Aug.
6,
and
he
must
report
died Thursday afternoon at the
bridge; Mrs. Donald Gebraad, given last Wednesday evening for
Attending were Mrs. John W. pital for observation.
They included Leopodo G. Mulder Convalescent Home In
to the Muskegon probation officanasta; Mrs. Fred Bisgrove, Miss Joyce Stremler,August Hulst. Mrs. Agnes Brower, Janice,
Martinez. 30, of 375 North Divi Holland. She had been there more
cer before that for pre-sentence
pinochle.
bride-electof Lawrence Peck. The Judy and Joyce, Mrs. Elmira
Miss
Elizabeth
Boiten
sion Ave., Zeeland, tipsy driving, than three years.
investigation
because
of
the
illness
scheduled
The next regularly
event was held at her home, with Cook, Mrs. Joyce Hessler and
$107.90; M.A. Duffy, 34. LakeShe was a charter member of
of Jack Spangler, Ottawa County
luncheon will be held Aug. 18 at Mrs. Herman Stremler and Mra. Gary Lee. Mrs, Edna Hulst and Diet at Spring Lake
wood Blvd., Holland, tipsy driving. the DUbert D. Carson Post
probation officer.
the Castle. On Aug. 12 the New Bernard Stremler as hostesses. Yvonne, Mrs. John Hulst, Jr.,
$107.90; Roger Hoeve, 19, of 106 American Legion Auxiliary and a
*' comers Club will have a picnic Games were played and dupli- Barbara and Patty, Mrs. Leon
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
West Main St., Zeeland, ahooting member
First Reformed
for husbands and wives at Kamp cate prizes awarded. Gifts were Rigterink and Diane, Keith and Miss Elizabeth Boiten. 84. 812
Miss Joan Warren
Sues Machine Co.
fireworksin public place, $37.50:. Church.
Kiwanis
Madison St., died at the Phillips
presentedto the bride-elect and Larry.
Announcement is made of the Judie Boerman. 27, Grand Rapids,
(Spfcial)
Survivorsinclude four sons.
Convalescent
in Spring : GRAND
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Suit has been commenced in Otta- engagement of Miss Joan Warren, Interfering with through traffic, Arnold of Grand Rapids. Jack and
Lake Thursday night following m
. Present were the Mesdames HilDrank Driving Fine
wa Circuit Court by Gordon Weer- daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Delmar ,$37.90; T. Bustos, 24, Hudsonville, Clarence of Holland,Marinus of
Expensive Minnows
four-year illness.
bert Hillman, Ratty Warner, Geroperator’s license, $29.90 Zeeland; five grandchildren; and
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
GRAND
(Special)
She was born in the Nether- sing of Muskegon, seeking $25,000 Warren of Bloomingdale, to Rqrit Ortman. John Ortman. Louia
land Vander Ven, son of Mr. and August
Beck, 25. Jamestown, seven great grandchildren.
Charles P. Tufts, 38. Grand Haven,
damages
from
the
Challenge
MaRobert
Best.
36,
owner
ot
a
Spring
lands, May 20. 1870, and came
GarveHnk, Merle Overway, John
was arrested by city police at 1 :30 Keen, Bernard Hill. James Dyk- Lake bait and sporting goods shop, to Grand Haven at the age of 11. chinery Co., Grand Haven, result- Mrs. . Charles Vander Ven, 307 careless driving, $27.90; Harvey J.
p.m. Saturday for drunk driving.
She was a member of the Sec ing from an accident Sept. 11, College Ave. Miss Warren is em Brower, 17, route 3. Zeeland, Needs Cash tor Freedom
ema, Kenneth Decker, Richard was fined 517.40 by Grand Haven
At the curve of Friant and Waver- Vander Meer, 'Jacob Stremler, Justice J. Workman for taking ond Reformed Church and a for- 1953, when he suffered the loss of ployed as a secretary in Kalama- careless driving, $27.90; Abrigle
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ly Sts., Tufts, going east, failed to Herman Ortman and the Misses minnows from Beaver Creek for mer Sunday School teacher and the ends of three fingers on his zoo and her fiance attends West- Allen Greene, 44, Grand Rapids,
make the curve and struck a Linda Hof, Julia Keen. Arlene commercialpurposes with a seine. choir member. Since the death of right hand besides cnishing injur- ern Michigan College of Educa speeding40 In 30 mile zone, $10. Frank E. Kessler, 36, Grand RapDouglas Vander Kamp, 34, ids. was trying to stay out of Jajl
Moore, Lila Stremler. Darla Kay He was arrested by Conservation her sister, Dona, in 1945, she had ies to the hand. In the declaration tion, Kalamazoo.
Monday,
but, he needed
to
Grand Ripids, running red light,
---------- $111
,
Stremler. Loretta Stremler. Officer Harold Bowditch Monday made her home with a brother, filed. .Weersingstates that while
$9; Wayne Harrington.35, Hoi- insure his freedom. He was fined }
employed
at
the
Dana
Printing
Co.
Marcia Stremler and the honored at the Polkton township creek Garrit, who survives her as tioes
land, red light. $9; Thomas Cam- by Justice J. Workman this mornguest
which is closed to commercial another brother, John of Cleve- in Mutkegon, he was working on a
;andi
paper
cutting
machine
manufacland,
Ohio,
and
two
nephews,
seining.
ture
bythedefendantjhi^
as much dam°n 1
study the
: blows to
is the foreof Mars
Telephone —
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Some of the critics h»ve called tine. The Reader’s Digest gives
it a modern ’’Moby-Dick.’'The condensationsof good reporting
Reader's Digest, In its June issue, obs, almost never of works of
publisheda condensationof the the creative imagination.
In
Ernest E. Corey and wf. to OttaThis is not said in criticism of
book. The author was obviously
wa Savings k Loan Assn. Pt. Lot
self-conscious about the literary The Reader’s Digest, merely to
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-The56 Add. No. 1 VandenBerg’sPlat,
Hulst Brot provnd they were comparisonsthat his book would ndicate in what respect “Of
following appeared in the Grand City of Holland.
champ* of the HoUend City suggeet
Whales and Men” differs from
James Spruit and wf. to John
Haven Municipal Court Saturday
Leegue as they shut out Main I am speaking of an early 1954 "Moby Dick.” The only thing tha
Wanzburg Lot 17 Chamber of
morning:
Auto Supply 6-0 Saturday night volume that appeared under the two books have in common is that
Bernard Dalhaus. 66. Port Shel- Commerce Sub. City of Holland.
at Van Tongeren Field— but a title, “Of Whales tnd Men.” both are about whaling, the for*
don, (sheriff's officers gave his Edward Borchers to Reed S.
crack Coldwater Davis News The critics could hardly help com- mer as the industry was conductaddress as 71 Manley St., Holland), Harris artd wf. Lot 45 Evergreen
Agency took on the whole
it with ••Moby-Dick,” be- ed a century ago in the days of
was sentenced to. serve five days Park Sub. Twp. Spring Lake.
and earned a 6-1
cause It tells the story of Mid- sailing ships, the latter as it it
Floyd A. Loew and wf. to Henry
in the county jail, pay 550 fine
A total of 18 Holland AU-Stara twentieth century whaling,just conducted today with all the aids
and 56.10 costs. If the fine and Weaver and wf. Lots 169, 170 Lake
couldn't stem the aooring parade as the Melville classic told the of steam and electricity and
costs are not paid he will serve am Park Sub. Twp. Park.
and ' ted*
of the Davis outfit. Three pitchers story of mid-nineteenthopera- modern machinery
John Krikke and wf. to Chester
additional 15 days. Dalhaus was
nology.
were tagged for seven hits, in- tions against the whale,
arrestedby the sheriff’sdepart Krikke and wf. Lot 21 Pleasant
Basically,"Moby-Dick” was' not
eluding a pair of home
There are other literary overment July 19 in Port Sheldon Views Sub. HudsonyiDe.
Davis’ second baseman Bob MU- tones not so obvious. There is for about whaling at all. The MelvUlOTownship and charged with driv- Walter Parton and wf. to Pedrq
liman slapped a home run over the instancethe title. “Of Whales classic Is about a sick human soul
ing while his operator’s license Badillo and wf. Lot 314 Diekema
left field fence in the second inn- md Men” suggest! the name of a named Captain Ahab. Incidentally
was revoked. Dalhaus’ license was Homestead Add. Twp. Holland.
ing. Thing! were barely quiet famous John Steinbeckstory of it ia also about a number of other
Floyd A. Loew and wf. to Henry
revoked March 6, 1954 after pleadagain when three walks and a gome years ago, “Of Mice and uiman souls and the impact that
ing guilty to a charge of drunk Weaver and wf. Lots 175, 176 Lake
home run by BiU Zabonick rang Men,” which title in turn was an three years of isolation makes
Park Sub. Twp. Park.
driving.
up four more nms for the visitors,echo of a phrase made famous by upon them. Whaling was merely
Monte P. Westfield) 17. Muske- Floyd A. Loew and wf. to Henry
Davis struck again in the eixth Robert Burns away back in the used as background material.
In Robertson’s book whaling )
gon. charged with possessionof Weaver and wf. Lots 172, 171 Lake
ining. Fred Hobart singled to left | eighteetnth century.
the reason and the excuse. In It
beer in a motor vehicle,paid 525 Park Sub. Twp. Park.
and went to third on Jack HausAlso, the author of “Of Whales
good reporter is at work. But
fine and 55.50 costs. He was arJ. Lester Plaggemars and wf.
tea’s single. A fielder's choice put and Men,” must have had ‘The
rested by the same department to William Zylstra et al Pt. SE*%
the runner on third and with two Rime of the Ardent Mariner” in he makes a report about whaling.
July 22 in Grand Haven city.
NEU 21-5-15 Twp. Holland.
out Hobart stole home for the! the back of hie consciousness In "Moby-Dick” a genius was at
James Windberg. 20, Ravenna, Bernard DeBoer and wf. to Milsixth run.
whenwhen he wrote the book. work and he was reporting about
was sentenced to serve six days in ton Swingle and wf. Lot 53 and pt.
HoUand's All-Stars garnered The albatross, one of the main human souls, not about whales, f
their only run in the sixth. Ron charactersin Coleridge's.famous
jail, pay 550 fine and 56.10 costs 54 Evergreen Park Sub. Twp.
for furnishing beer to a minor. If Spring Lake.
Appledorn cracked out a hard poem, plays a more considerable
Albert D. Marliak and wf. to
the fine and costs are not paid he
single to left end then went all the role In the narrative than would
will serve an additional15 days. Roy A. Gerkin and wf. Lots 161,
way around on an error by the seem to be necessary,
James Leroy Corbett, 17, of 512 162 Sunset Heights Sub. No. 2 Twp.
left
There are other literaryechoes.
Washington St.. Grand Haven, Georgetown.
A large crowd that filled the „„ tU of them together ere
charged with being drunk and disNancy Serum to Robert Lee
bleachers «nd Packed cars all qult# obviously designed to give
around the field saW some fancy a kind of trademark advertising
orderly on a public highway in Wieringaand wf. Pt. Lot 30 Kiel's
Grand Haven Township early Sat- Sub. Hudsonville.
twlrUng by Larry Snyder, who to a narrative that is in its very
All Mokes ‘
PART OF THE RECORD BREAKING CROWD
was pretty fair. A solid line oftishermen — and
urday morning and arrested by the
Ben. J. Meinema and wf. to
hurled a six hitter against VFW | nature far removed from the rod!in the afternoon and held the All
at Holland State Park this weekend migrated
womea — may be seen regularly at the ^ark
same department,paid 525 fine Robert Lee Wieringa and wf. Lot
nary interests of the audience at
Stan to four in the night game.
and 55.50 costs.
31 Kiel’s Sub. Village of Hudsonto the breakwater and channel where fishing
which the book it slanted.
these balmy summer days. (Sentinel photo)
Chrraier-FlyinontfiDealer
Larry Knoper, Ed Stills and ”Of Whales and Men" Is by
James Nauta, 39, route 1, Coop- ville.
Norm Boeve gave up two, five and R.B. Robertson, about whom
ersville, taken into custody by the
Margaret De Haan to Ernest De
Motor
no hita respectively, in their three know nothing except his name.
sheriff's ’departmentFriday night Haan Pt. Wtf NWK NW* and
Mrs. Anna Derksen
Mm. 7141
inning stints for the All-Stars. Of ita kind It is a competentpiece P W.
35-5-15 Twp.
had not decided whether he would NW>4 SWtt
Fast
City Al Bosch gets much of the of work, but readers should not
Succumbs at Age 75
waive or demand examinationon Holland.
credit for Hulst Bros.’ win in the I be deceived by the literary ASa non-supportcharge when he Frank R. Murray and wf. to
Mrs. Anna Derksen,75, wife of
twilightgame. Bosch allowed only | godations of the substance and
appeared Saturday morning. He Robert B. Grant and wf. Pt. Lot 33
Gerrit H. Derksen, died Friday
one hit and struck out seven bat- title of the volume.
Softball
was given the opportunity to con- Laug’s Plat No. 1 Coopersv
spersville.
evening at 6 p.m. at her home,
ten but he did get some good hitsult an attorney and stated he
Jay E. Marlink and wf. to HarIn ehort, “Of Whales and Men”
61Q Bay Ave., Central Park.
ting support
Id K
would decide what to do today. old
Kapenga and wf. Pt. Lots 116,
is a good job of reporting, but It
GRAND RAPIDS (Special)
VFW
did
what
the
combine!
'She was born Dec. 9, 1878 in
Al Velthuif led off the second
Nauta had previously served six 117 West Park Add. City of Zee- Racers from throughoutthe MidWaupun, Wis., daughter of the effortsof its City Softball mates inning with a triple, and before is l thousand miles from being
land.
months of a one-year jail sentence
a new “Moby-Dick.” In justice
AT HOMt AND AT
west in both midget and stock car late Mr. and Mrs. Frederick couldn't accomplish Saturday the inning was over Ed Klinge and
imposed out of Circuit Court last
Dick Riemersma to John P.
to Mr. Robertson, it should bp
Pluim.
She
had
lived
in
this
TH£
when Jay Hoffman’s sixth inning Kearney Zoerhoff had singlet, added that he makes no pretense
year on the same charge. Com Roels and wf. EH WH SEH 31-6- classes zoomed to fast time wins
vicinityfor the past 30 years and
before 4,000 persons Sunday.
plaint against Nauta has been 15 Twp. Olive.
triple with two on paved the, way Dele Hulst had a double, and of going into competition with
had been ill about 10 years. She
made by his wife, Genevieve, al- William H. Fritz et al to Ella
In the midget class fast car was a member of Trinity Reform- for a 5-4 win over Coldwater Hulst came through with a third Herman Melville. He is not
inning homer, and catcher Bob genius, as the author of “Mobyleging non-support of their five Zehner Pt. Lot 179, 180 City of dash winner was Bob McLean ed Church.
Davis News Agency.
Vork notched another round trip- Dick” unquestionably was. He
minor children, who reside in Grand Haven.
Surviving are the husband; one
But they had to come from be per in the fifth— again over left just a good reporter who hu
Grand Haven.
Elmer J. Harper and wf. to from South Bend, Ind. Second daughter, Mr. Joe Otting of Holplace went to Hank Nykaza of
field.
hind to do it.
written a utisfying description
Elmer Rhoades,32, whose fam- Ottawa Savings & Loan Assn. Lots
Chicago while Bud Martin of land: one son, Henry Derksen of
It was Main Auto pitcher Jason of the whaling industry as it
ily resides at route 1, Hudsonville, 149. 150 Lake Park Sub. Twp.
The
visitorsslammed out three
160th
Ave.,
five
grandchildren;
Kent, Ohio, was third.
Ebels who spoiled Bosch's no hit- being conducted today.
near Allendale, waived examina- Park.
Heat winners were (first) Ken- one sister,Mrs. Ann Vanden singlesin the first inning as some ter with a tingle in the third inn<
TOUI HOSTS:
That's what makes the bobk
tion on a non-support charge and
Alfred Kietzmann and wf. to
ny Glore, Jackson; Wayne Zuber, Brink of Lakewood Blvd.; several nice fielding maneuvers by the ing. That was all for the autoe,
FAUl AND IONA VAN IAALTI
natural for Reader’sDigest conwill appear in Circuit Court Tues- James Spruit and wf. Pt. Lot 6
Fcrt Wayne; Emery Rice, Flint; nieces and nephews.
with only one man getting be- densation. If there had been
Vets held them to a single run.
day. He has been, unable to fur- Blk A City of Holland.
ACROSS FROM FOSTOfFICI
.(second) Walt Vanamberg, New
Ernie Prince singled for VFW yond second bast and only three Reader's Digest In 1851, when
nish 51.000 bond.
Henry Piers and wf. to Raymond
Hudson, Mich., Joe Bair, Fort
getting that far.
and
scored
on
Al
Glupker's
triple
ZEELAND
“Moby-Dick”
appeared,
Melville's
His wife, Gladys, who signed the J. Kleis and wf. Pt. EH SWH SEV*
Wayne, Jack Hickman. Syracuse.
At the plate for Hulst Bros, book would not have had * the
to knot things briefly in the
complaint, alleges non-support of 31-5-15 City of Holland.
(third) Hank Nykaza, Bud
fourth. And it was briefly, as things (were really evened up. chance of an icicle in a blast
CUSSED SUNDAYS
their five minor children,ages 10,
H. Leigh Nygren and wf. to Ind.;
Martin and Bob McLean.
Davis' third baseman William Botch was tha only one not get furance to get into that nuga
8, 7, 5 and 4, specifically from Frank J. DraugelisLot 8 LongAustralian Pursuit — Nykaza.
Zabonick tripled, which along ting a hit— but no player got more
Jan. 1, 1954 up to and including view Plat, Twp. Spring Lake.
Martin and Bud Sparks of I^mwith singles by Bill Fitch, J, than one. The eight Jilts off Ebels
March 25, 1954. He has been in
Jay
Grebel and wf. to Harsing; Feature race— Gordon VanGates and Dick Millimanaccount- were spread mighty thin.
Texas for some time and more old M. lauch and wf. Pt. Lots 46,
dcrlaan, Grand Rapids; Ted Harted for a three-run rally.
Scrappy toys:
recently had been employed in 47 Bay View Twp. Park.
For the second straight week,
ley, Roanoke,Ind., and Nykaza.
With fime running out Schutt
Grand Rapids, where he was pickClara Swartz to Alvin J. Bol Pt.
Bud Bell of Kalamazoo was the campers set a record at Holland singled and Vern Vande Water
When America Needs Steel,
ed up. and turned over to the local Lot 177 City of Grand Haven.
fastest qualifierin the stock car State Park as 319 camping per- drew a walk. Then came Hoff- State
authorities.
Joseph Rezny and wf. to Richard
division.
Our custodiers need scrap!
man’s triple and the score was
mits were issued.
Goresch et al Lot 23 Rezny Sub.
Fast Car Dash winners included
evened up.
Twp. Grand Haven.
Bob Brecken of Grand Rapids, This shattered the week's reDriver Charged After
After setting the visitors down
Bud Bell, of Kalamazoo and cord of 295 which was set in the l-*2-3 in their half of the seventh, 'Shock’
Collision on Highway
Gordie Vander Laan.
seven days previous to last week. •VFW led off with Skagg’s single,
•Krays buying
materials
Almost 50,000 persons visited Walt Hudzik sacrificed,with the The Michigan State Polity have
Heat winners w’ere (first) SamGRAND HAVEN (Special)- Al Hop,
undertaken a new ihock treatmy Ash, Grand Rapids; Gene Han- the park during the weekend as runner going to second.
12:55 p m. Sunday, two cars were
sen, Grand Rapids, Butt Clover of ideal weather conditions drew
With two out, Howard Schutt’s ment campaign against unsafe
involved in a rear end collision on
Grand Rapids; (second) Jack large crowds Friday, Saturday slam to left field was fumbled by driving by diatributinga booklet,
US»31 in Spring Lake township. Softball Hitters
Cummiford, Grand Rapids; Clar- and Sunday. Leading the three- Milliman and the winning run “Death on the Highway”, to viola
120 Rhror
Holland, Mich.
Cars were driven by Mary L.
tors of traffic laws.
ence Martinson, Grand Rapids; day total was Sunday’s capacity crossed the plate.
Flynn, 20, and Gunnard L. HolmTw-enty - ninehits in 53 at- Chuck Neil, South Haven; (third load of 24,000 persons.
Chuck Isaacson gave up nine The booklet, published by Dean
gren. 51, both of Grand Rapids,
tempts put Jun Hop far out Gordie Vanderlaan. Roger Gilli- Saturday the attendance was hits but took the win as Larry H. Robinson, of Berkley, Mich.,
and both travelingnorth.
15,000 with 10,000 persons record- Snyder held VFW to six safeties contains 18 pictures —newspaper
front in the City Softball League gan, Oswego; Bud Bell.
State police report the Holmgren’
photographs—of fatal accidents.
Clarence Martinson copped the ed Friday. For the w'eek, • the but took the loss.
hitting race with a torrid .547.
car was pulling off the pavement
They doepict in ytark manner how
Runner-up Norm Boeve with 16 pursuit race, followed by Jack total was 78,500.
onto the shoulder of the road when
motorists can and do die on the
Park Manager Clare Broad refor 35 has .457.
Cumniifcrd and Tommy Lane of
Reckless Driver Fined
struck by the Flynn car. Miss
highways.
Other batting leaders are Al Muskegon. Consolation winner ported that total camping perFlynn received lacerationson the Glupker, 23-51-.451;Ron Weather- was Gene Hansen with Bob Clover mits issued this year are 1,439— GRAND HAVEN (Special) “The picture* in thle booklet
left eye, and her sister, Dorothy
Theodis Tucker. 20, Muskegon, aren’t* pretty," the introduction
bee, 14-31-.451;Lou Borgman, 18- and Don Hansen of Grand Rapids about 40 percent more than last
On The Average
M., the same age, received bruises
paid 345 fine and 34.15 costs in says. ’They”rt gruesome, they're
season at this time.
41-.439; Chet Warner, 22-52-.423; next in line.
on the head. Both were taken to Vern Hop, 25-63-395; John WelBroad said that both tent and Justice F. J. Workman's court horrible— but they are true. No
Roger Gilligan of Oswegd took
Municipal Hospital and released
Saturday afternoon on a reckless one likec to look at bonee sticking
ters. 15-38-.394;Jay Hoffman 15- the flag in the feature race. Bob trailer spaces are currently avaiafter treatment. ' driving charge. The alleged of- through flesh from compound
Brecken and Tommy Lane took
Of Ivevr Wert log Day.
40-.375; Bill Franks, 13-33-.364.
Considerable damage was done
fense occurred in both Polkton and fractures or faces smashed beyond
the
runner
up
positions.
Al Glupker holds a slight home
BEN VAN LfNTC, Agent
to both cars. Miss Flynn was run lead as the powerful hitter has
More than 35 million persons Crockery townships and the arrest recognitonfrom windshields— or
177 College Avenue
FhoneTfH
charged with excessive speed-fail- five for the season. Jun Hop, Bob
have been taught to read and followed a chase of about 95 miles heads and arms severed from the
ure to stop in the assured clear Vork, Vern Fuder, Joe Berens and
write in Indonesia since the coun- per hour by state police officers body, but \ that’s what happened
distance ahead.
try declaredits independencein July 16, when Tucker was passing 105 times a day laat year.”
Jason De Vries follow with four
The State Police have been pro1945.
on marked curves.
each.
vided with 15,000 copies of the
Some 25 to JO per cent of
L Pet.
booklet and a supply is being carAmerican adults are overweight Hulst Bros.
.880
15
ried in each patrol car. Each perMain Auto
13
.722
son receiving a copy is asked tc
Vets
.588
10
In the wake of .a favorable
pass it along after liaving looked
Fords
10
555
Michigan Bureau report, Holland
it over.
Bareman’s
9
.500
Township Clerk Walter Vander
Although the officersare using
North Holland
9
.500
Haar urges Hplland Township
tact in the distribution,they hope
453 W. 22nd St. Phone 64042 Moose
9
.500
residentsto check their rural fire
the powerful message in the bookVandenberg
7 11 .388
protectionrates with their in
Fin* Furniture for
let will leave its impect upon
North End
6 12 .333 surance agents.
everyone who sees it. It's all part
FashionableHomes
Gra-BeU
1 17 .055
The inspectionbureau at Grand
of the intensive effort to check
PIES
Rapids has reportedto Vander
FURNITURE
the alarming accident toll
Haar and said: "Due to the fact
Two
Grass
Fires
LAMPS
CARPET
Holland Township Fire Dept. that the fire apparatus in the
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERING No. 1 extinguished two grass fires township complies with our reTwo Motorists Issued
during
the
weekend,
one
at
ap- quirements covering rural fire
custom finishing
Tickets After Accident
AND II CONVINCED
proximately3:15 Saturday after- protection, the Holland township
•nd REFINISHING
fire
departments
qualify
as
class
noon on Pine Crest St., the other
T>’o motorists were issued identat 4 Sunday afternoon on James “B” under the farm schedule with
ical ticketsfor failureto keep an
respect
to
farm
property
in
HolSt
assured clear distance ahead after
land Township. This became eftheir cars collidedst Ninth St. and
314 CENTRAL AVE
PHONF 2677
The eye is 16 times more sen- fective as of June 21, 1954.”
Lincoln Ave., Saturday afternoon.
The
township
board
suggests
sitive than the ear.
Involved were Charles Bernard,
that anyone included in this order
79, of 344 Howard Ave., and Chuck
check with their local insurance

Transfers

6-1 Triunph

Municipal Court

.
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COMPLETE SERVICE
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NWK

Track Gives

VFff Salvages

MBWL-

Honors

Good Race Times

.Salu

M Sin*

TWO GOOD PLACES

-

TO EAT

HUB

jjjgggjjg

Campers Break

Week-Old Record

H

|

Cops

Have

Booklets

SCRAP

Glupker Lead

Avo.

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Cof

STATE FARM MUTUAL
AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
Pays a Claim

lable.

Every 15 Seconds

\

Holland Township

W

Receives Report

MACATAWA

FURNITURE SHOP

T«Y OU«

•

DELICIOUS

—

FANCY CAKES
FRESH BAKED BREAD

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

agents.
The areas graded in ninth class
Include all property on or south
of Riley Rd., However, property

-V

gPX
SOLID

in the above described district
within 1,000 feet of a public fire
hydrant and three miles measured over public highways from a
township fire station is graded

V

eighth class.
Fire protection clause form No.
68 is to be attached to all dwell

COMFORT
Whether before or

AND BITTER LIVING

—

When your home is in tip-top »hepe.
If your homo needs Roofingor Siding
toko enro of

it

now.

repair bills loter.

It

wM

One

cost of labor

and

oovo you

price
Material.

after the

ing policies. ^
During the past month, Holland

thoatra, er for a sandwich at

Township has added two hydrants. One is on Reed Ave. and

noon, enjoy our convenient

the other on Walnut Ave.

ly located Bier Koldor for
your favorite bpor or wlno.

Opon noon until midnight

Two Cars Damaged
Two late model cars were damaged in a collision at Ninth St. and
Maple Ave. Saturday morning.
Involved were cars driven by Robert Schiefer,23, of 63 West Eighth

Goulooze, 17, of 385 College Ave.
Lester Beyer, 31, of 135 Eaet 16th
St, a passengerin Goulooze's car
was treated for bruises.
Damage to Barnard’s’29 model
car was estimatedat 935 and to
Goulooze’s '51 model ear at 3350,
police said.

Weddiag
AnnoiRcemmls

JOB
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Special

PRINTING

Prilling

group of neighbor

honored Mrs. Louis Kolean at a
farewell party Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Don
Brewer, 856 Butternut Dr. The
Koleana are moving to Florida.
During the afternoon,a gift
was presented to the guect of
honor and refreshments were

CMUMceiai
Printing
Ut «

4o

all

year printing! Quality preuwork, dependable

unrica, prompt delivery .

. . satisfaction
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Proposed Holland Hospital Improvements Listed

Most Trucks Need

On Aug. 3 the people of Holland ing to Grand Rapids or elsewhere the safety of the patient,and the ing room can be developedwith
will be voting on a 5500,000bond for treatments. A physical therapy facilitiesin the recovery room will direct outside access so that meetissue which will be their share of department will be added to help be expanded.The emergency de- ings, such as the weekly mothers’
the 51,100,000expansion program rehabilitate disabled persons.
partment will be located outside classes, and other public service
Get out those tape measures, you now being planned by the hospital In all the patients'rooms it is of surgery and on the ground floor programs, can be more fully de>
planned to have piped-in oxygen where it will be more convenient veloped, and have a proper place
truck owners — you probably need
This addition will mean not only and suctidn which will greatly to treat those patients.The kitch- to meet.
turn indicators.
All these facilities are being
50 more beds, but also the expan- facilitate oxygen therapy when it ens will be entirely revamped and
Under an act passed by the state sion and modernization of all the is needed. Plans are under way to some new type of food service to developed with a view toward
legislature at its last session,most service facilitiesfor the entire hos- develop a separate pediatrics de- facilitate the delivery of trays to future expansion so that they may
commercialvehicles must have pital. Just what will these addi- partment so the children will be patients will be added. A tray- be easily expanded without movturn indicators. The law goes into tional service facilities be?
better segregated from the adults. veyor system, which is an endless ing them again and that there will
effect Friday, Aug. 13.
For the visiting pubUc, there wiU If it is possible, a play room will belt onto which trrfys are carried be a coordinated over-allplan on
In legislative language,here’s be a new and enlarged lobby with oe added to that department for directly to the correct floor, is which to base all future planning.
Section 648c that sets up the law: additionalelevator facilitiesto bet- convalescent children.
All this will be possibleif the probeing considered.
‘Any commercial vehicle in use ter handle visitors and patients.It The entire maternity section will An improved means of transpor- per funds are voted by the citizen*
on a highway shall be equipped will mean more conveniently ar- be segregated and many additional tation from pharmacy, laboratory, of Holland, and the people in the
with, and required signal shall be ranged and located X-ray and lab- facilities such as father's room, central supply will be developed to outlying districts raise their share
given by, a signal lamp or lamps oratory departments,so that out- premature nursery, isolationnur- save time of the personnel in de- through the fund drive.
or mechanicalsignal device when patients will hot have to travel sery and adequatetoilet facilities livering articles and supplies. A
The hospital has now been apthe distance from the center of through the hospitalto reach them. added.
doctor’s call system will be added proved for federalfunds which will
the top of the steering post to the In the X-ray departmentit is planThe operating rooms will be re- so that doctors and personnel may mean more than 40 per cent comleft outside limit of the body, cab, ned to add deep therapy facilities located so that they are out of the be located quickly anywhere in the ing from this source, if the city
or load of such commefcial vehicle so that those patients can be cared path of direct traffic. Explosion- hospital.
and the townships raise their
exceeds 24 inches, or when the for in Holland rather than travel- proof flooringwill be installed for
It is hoped that a general meet- share.
distance from the center of the top
of the steering post to the rear
Vanderham and Dwight B. Yntecharge of the Rev. Henry Poppen,
limit of the body or load, thereof, Rev. Steele Given
IHiss Mary Jo Geerlings
ma.
missionary, in keeping with Misexceeds 14 feet. The latter meaA guest prize was presented to
sionary Sunday. Plans for • this Guest of Honor at Tea
surement
shall apply to any single Leave of Absence
Mrs. Artbar lecksroort, 23. Allegan, collided at 120th
Mrs. Cavanaugh, and Mrs. Geer•SWEEPERS. MAN YOUR BROOMS' — Thaft txadlr
service were made before Rev.
vehicle, also to any combination of
what Holland officer Dtnnls Eodo did recentfy and lith Sfs. Mrs. Beclrsroortand her two children were
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. Charles A. Steketee was lings, mother of the brjde-elect,
Steele’s illness.
vehicles."
treated for minor cuts and bruises.Ottawa couniy depuwhen ttrtral bag* fall of corn spilled onto the high‘ Rev. Steele’s four week vaca- hostess at a tea Saturday after- poured.
The
Rev.
Harland
Steele,
pastor,
Another section of the same act
ties estimated damage fo Mrs. Bocktroorfa'42 model
way offer o collision between two cars. A car oporatod
tion which was to have started noon given at her home, 704 Lugmake it mandatory that all cars of First Reformed Church, has
car and Rosscher's '47 model car at S500 each.
by Glen Rasscher. 27. route 3. was towing a frailer
era 'Rd. The event honored Miss
this week, will be taken later.
and trucks manufactured after been granted an indefinite leave
(Sentinelphoto)
carrying fhe bags of corn when If and a car driren hr
Mary Jo Geerlings, a September Pleaded ‘Not Gmltyf
Jan. 1, 1955, be equipped with turn of absence because of illness. AnGRAND HAVEN (Special)
The words copper, bronze and bride-elect.
indicatorsbefore sale.
nouncement was made at a conRussell
E. McCleBan, 44, route 1,
to the pastor and the Rev. ClarThe guest list included the
sistory meeting Monday evening. brass— at times used interchangeence Denekas of the Bentheim
Grand
Haven, pleaded “not
Militaryfighter pilots, with some
Although taken ill several ably— now represent three stan- Mesdames Donald F. Brown, RoChurch, who served as local
guilty”
in
Municipal Court Monbert
W.
Cavanaugh,
Clyde
H.
of the latest engine designs, will weeks ago and a bed patient
dardizedmaterials. Copper is an
moderator during the vacancy,
Geerlings, Milton L.'Hpnga,John day on charges of drunk driving
(From Tuesday Sentinel)
have more than 4,000 times as most of the time, Rev. Steele took
gave the charge to the congregaDr. Lfluis Benes of Grand Rapmuch horsepoweras did the charge of two services Sunday, element.Bronze is an alloy of Hollenbach, Charles Lininger Ir- and furnishing beer to minors intion. The Adult Choir sang the
ids, editor of the Church Herald,
Wright Brothers on their historic July 18. He has been confined to copper and tin. Brass is a com- win J. Lubbers, Morrette Rider, stead of "guilty" as reportedin
selection "The Lord Is My Shepbination of copper and zinc in W. Curtis Snow, J. A. Stryker. Monday’s Sentinel. No date has
was guest minister at the local
first powered flight at Kitty Hawk, his home since then.
herd" and Dr. H.W. Tenpas sang
Alvin W. Vanderbush,Robert C. been set for trial.
Reformed Church last Sunday.
Last Sunday, services were in varying proportions.
' Three youths and one girl were N. C., in 1903. #
a solo number, "0, Master, Let
Guest singers at the evening serMe Walk With Thee" with Miss arrested last weekend and charged
vice were the Male Quartet of the
Fannie Bultman at the organ con- with furnishing liquor to minors

Turn Indicators

board.

'

—

Hamilton

Four Arrested
At State Park

Overisel Reformed church. The
sole.
Rev. Norman Van Heukelom, new
Home from their posts of
pastor of the church, arrived from
training during the past week
Des Moines, Iowa, during the
were Service men, A2/c Alvin
past week with Mrs. Van HeukeRankens of Wichita, Kan., at the
lora and their two children,Gary
home of his parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Alan and Jayne and will preach
Henry Rankens, and A/B Clifhis inauguralsermon next Sunford Stienburg at the Stanley
day. A reception for the family
Japink
home.
will be held Friday evening at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dubbink
8 p.m. A short program will be
and child have moved into the
followedby a fellowship hour.
house recentlyvacated by the
' Dr. and Mrs. Herman Kuiper of Wayne Hutchens family on North
Grand Rapids were visitors at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Robinson and
Dampen. The former is professor
son Brian of Detroit were visitors
of dogmatics at Calvin College.
in the home 6f Mrs. Robinson’s
The couple recently returned from
parents, Mr. And Mrs. Harry J.

following a party in Holland

State Park.
All four .pleaded not guilty to
separate charges of furnishing
the liquor when arraigned before
Park1 Township Justice C. C.
Wood. They were released and
ordered to return Aug. 10 at 1:30
p.m. for trihl. #
Entering not guilty pleas were
Ted Modders, 22, of 275 East 13th
St.; Kenneth Browneye.,22, Grand
Rapids; William Olthoff,23, Grand
Rapids; Nancy Smith, 20, Grand
Rapids.
Their arrests were the result
of a continued crackdown by park
officals on parties, unnecessary
Dampen last week.
noise and using the park roads for
John Mark Bergman receioved speedways.
the rite of baptism at the local
Also rounded up at the party
Christian Reformed Church.
were six other boys and girls-all
Friday the Christian Reformed under 21. They were released afdiurch group held their annual ter questioning. Immediately folpicnic at the Overisel Grove and
lowing the arrest of the four, park
the past Sunday’s "Bread of Life"
officials ordered two trailers movradio program originated in their ed out of the park.
qhurch.
Park Manager Clare Broad em.

a trip to the Netherlands.
A2/c Glenn Brower, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Brower, expected to leave for his training base
at Laredo, Texas, this week after
a 20-day furlough with his parents. He was located near the
area of the recent devestating
floods in Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Kalkmfn
of Holland announce the birth
of a son, Steven Dale at Holland
Hospital. Mother and infant W<re
95 Gather for Reunion
taken to the home of her parc/.ts
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Poll of Hamil- And Elect Officers
ton, following their discharge
A family reunion was held ^Frifrom the Hospital.
Several local young folks of day at Kollen Park with approxithe Reformed church are spending this week at the Camp mately 95 present. A basket supper was served after which new
Geneva Bible Conference od Lake
officerswere elected.
Michigan. They are Nancy HanNamed were Arthur Lemmen,
sen, Cheryl Veen, Jean Kaper,
Feyter,
Patsy Lugten, Joyce Voss. Barb- president ; George
ara Kemme, Eleanor Rehnink treasurer and Miss Rose Wolters.
Yvonne Douma, Vivian Folkert, secretary.Retiring officersare
Mrs. Tony Hellenthal, Bernard

De

Marcia Brink, Wendell Kemme.
Robert Kaper and Allan Klingen-

phasized that a conttaued close
check would be made at the park
and those violating park regulations would be ticketed or arrest-

Good Old Summertime” Directory

WHERE TO

GO - WHERE TO EAT - WHERE

H A

DVS

EAST

UMTI

*

year-round fireproof hotel la
the heart of Western Michigan's
Vacattonland: A truly Modem
Hotel' 170 rooms.

HOLLAND

RELAX IN THE BIER KELDER.
AIR CONDITIONED COMFORT
Eat

Restaurants

b

U

East Ifh Si

a bridal shower for and Mr. and Mrs. George De Harry Swierenga. all of Holland,
Harlan Jurries, a recent Feyter.
Mrs. Paul Dieterman of Kalamabride. Nearly 30 were present, Representedwere the families zoo and Harold Lievense of Elkmembers of the Sunday School of Mrs. Tena Hellenthal,Mr. and hart, Ind. Unable to attend were
Class of the honored guest.
Mrs. John Funckes, Mr. and Mrs. William Kay of Inglewood, Calif;
Mrs. Joe Lugten returned last James De Koster, Mrs. Siebolt Kathryn Van Muirs, Washington,
Wednesday from a motor trip to Wolters, Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin D.C., Gregory Steffens, stationed
BREAKFAST _
Canada and the New England Lemmen and Mr. and Mrs. Arthur in Germany, Tom Weller, station• LUNCHES
States, accompanying her brother, Lemmen.
ed at Fort Worth Tex., and Bert
• DINNERS
Robert Wolters and Mrs. Wolters
Van Ingen of Kalamazoo.
Open
5:30 ojb. 'HI 12 pA
of Kalamazoo.
Games were planned for the
All CONDITIONED
Ronald Strabbing of Holland Drinks With Youngsters
children and prizes were awardwas a visitor in the home of his May Run Into Money
ed. Officers were elected wdth
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. H.D.
Hoyt Steffens named president;
Strabbing, a few days this week.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Clayton Weller, treasurer;
Mr. and Mrs. Addison, Lehman Russell E. McClellan, 44. route 1, Martha Weller, secretary.A letter
and two children and Mrs. Grand Haven! was in Grand was read from the Kay family.
Lohman’s father and aunt, Julius Haven jail today— still protesting
Nyhuis of Overisel. and Mrs after finding that his escapades
Sarah Peters of Holland were on with a "young crowd" may run
a motor trip to Kentucky, visit- into money.
ing the Reformed Church MisMcCellan was arrested by Otsion station at Annville and other tawa County deputies at 1:30 Sunon Lake Macatawa
Admitted to Holland Hospital
places in that area.
day morning on US-31 along with Monday were Irvin Deur, 555
and
Lake Michigan
At the installationservice for two teenage boys, 17 and 16. He West 21st St.; Mrs. Donald Vanthe new pastor of the Hamilton pleaded guilty to charges of drunk denberg, 271 West 13th St.; DonReformed Church, the Rev. driving and furnishingbeer to the ald Tague, 105 East 21st St.
August Tellinghuizen of Overisel two minors, one of which was penDischarged Monday were Linda
presided and read the form. The alized 52050 in Municipal Court
Stolp, 444 Rifle Range Rd.; Mrs.
Rev. Jay Wcener of Beaverdam
The judge asked McClellan for a Glenn Nieboer, 525 Chicago Dr.,
LEAVES KOLLEN PARK
preached the sermon, the Rev. $400 bond— $200 for each charge Mrs. Chester Harper. 259 East
I - 3 - 5 1 7 - 9 P.M. Doily
Gradus Aalberts of the South —which he was unable to furnish. 11th St.; and Robert Batema,
ADULTS
CHILDREN 45c
Blendon Church gave the charge No date has been set for the trial. route 2, Fennville.
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Buy Thru A Realtor

Homes • Forms
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Large Selection
Choose From

RELIABLE SERVICE

Phone 4811
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River at

8th

Films

48
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Properties
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Phone 3S44

Watches

— Books

POX’S
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Jacob Grasmeyer
REALTOR
City

A Farm

424 Me

MICHIGAN
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GIFTS

STANDARD SERVICE
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HARDWARE

Atlas Tires and Batteries

River

Phone 1121
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Air
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TODAY

Ph. 4714
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4

Registered Pharmadele

Hansen's Drug
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8 tors
RexaU Agency
Phone 3101

8th

YOUN WALGREEN AGENCY

DU SAAR PHOTO
and GIFT SHOP
Across from Worm Friend Tov.

PRESCRIPTIONS - DRUGS

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

Wads Drug Co.

HERFST

St.
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Portraits ond Cameras
DEVELOPING ond PRINTING

EASTMAN
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Cemere Supplies Ph. 9544
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Ph

KODAKS
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Phone 3191
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1JTH AND MAPLE AVE.
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/

~

ORDER

Pharmacy
81
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Cease 8th-River <. Phone 4797

—

Wade Drug Co.

*2

Cosmetics

-
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Model Drug Store

KODAKS

The
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Drugs

Drugs and Cosmetics

Dry Cleaning
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EVERY
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Photo Supply
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Gifts

Property
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Fqst Service

Z
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City ond Resort Propertia
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and Michigan

Jobbers Outlet

A Convenientand Friendly
place to do you banking.

WOOD

REALTOR and INSURANCE

15 West Bth St.

31st
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llfk and

Jewelry
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Pbe

BOOK STORE

Russell A. Klaason

20 Wert Sth

was to landsca
•break up

and

S4 Eae! 8th

Jewelers

W

8th

Peoples Stale Baak

to

CHICAGO DRIVE PHONE

REALTOR and INSURANCE

last

Roels Produce

V4 mile East on M 21

Fhone 2311
540
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about a proposal that came up at

PRODUCE
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Shift
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Food
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USED
CARS
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Scenic Cruise
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REALTY CO, REALTOR
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DIESEL BOAT
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14581

Outboard Motors
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Auto Service
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10 East 8th Street
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84833

ESSENBURG ELECTRIC CO.
50 Wee! 8th

Phone 4573
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BottledGas Service

'Best'

170 West 13th
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Service On All Appliances
All Types of Electric Wiring
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Real Estate

COMMERCE

G.E. ElectricalAppliances

F0R Pastries
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Mrs.

NIES* HATO

Phone 2S42
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Enjoy Yourself At The

FRIEND

Phone 7372
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The Dutch Grille

WARM

Si

HEADQUARTERS
HOLLAND
CHAMBER OF
AT TODS

FRENCH
PASTRY SHOPPE

Close to Business District

Lemmen and Mrs. Ray Van Reunion at Church Camp

HoApiial yioi&A

152 East 8th

Traveler

-

INFORMATION

CAKES and PIES
SWEET ROLLS

A

t

House Pabts

VAN GBONDELLE

PASTRIES -

RUSS9

Enterprise . Ford

.

lustra

The Color Houto

Holland. Michigan

Pack up tha Family
and drive over to

SANDWICH SHOP

Low

DELICIOUS

Jovuatl

Out Specialty
Actom bom Junior High

closed from 12 midnight until 5
a.m. to all those except registered
campers. Persons found in the
park between those hours or in
restrictedareas are liable to
arrest, he said.

Netten.
berg.
Children of the B.H. Weller
Games were played with prizes family held their reunion last
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Branderhorst announce the birth of a going to Judy Driesenga, Roger Saturday at Trinity Church camp
daughter, Winola Kay, at Hol- Wolters, Roger Driesenga, Stanley grounds.
land Hospital. Mother and baby Vcr Burg, Theressa Ver Burg,
Attending with their families
Rose Wolters. Leonard Lemmen, were Arie Weller, Henry Weller,
have returned home.
Miss Marlene Joostbernsen- Gertrude Funckes, Arthur Lemmen Jack Weller, Walter Kuizenga,

Lamball
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Tourlet

-WALLPAPER
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•

Haabnigtrs. Bar-B-Qt
Ic* Cold Drinki, Thick Malt*
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Weller Family Holds
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Hotel
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Oakland Congregation
To Dedicate

16

New Churth

Champs Forced to

Mamktg three hone nine end
•eocteg nine runs in the first taning, Holland’sFlying Dutchmen
buiH up a Mg lead early at Rivereiew Park Monday night, then
outlasted the South Haven Merchants for a 12-8 victory — and
thdr first hi three second-half
league starts.
It was power at the plate that
'vAl
was necessary to overcome the
wikkiees of Dutchman pitchers.
Starter Jack Kempker and Jim
Prince passed out 16 walks until
the eighth inning when Jim Boeve
took the mound to choke off a
Miss MarjorieMae Taylor
South Haven rally at three runs.
The engagement of Miss MarActually, the Dutchmen only jorie Mae Taylor to Raymond A.
collectednine hits, but they used Brower, son of Mr. and Mrs.
them effectively with the long Arnold Brower, 170 West Ninth

Come Back With

VACATION DAYS

-

WASHINGTON (Special)
While the Senate was struggling
under its record-breaking filibuster Monday, the House was
approving the 822-million-dollar
Harbor and Flood Control Auth-

southeast of Holland, Wlil\formally dedicate its new church building in ceremonies Thursday night

at

CASH FOR

Okayed by House

Oakland Christian Reformed
Church, located about 12 miles

by Pitchers

WANT-ADS

Funds (or Harbor

7:45.

Members of the congregation,
former members and interested

friends are expected to fill, the
new church for the festive occasion. The pastor, the Rev. Hannon
J. Kuizema, will preside and lead
Hardly able to match the high in the formal, responsive rites of
level of weekend excitement |t dedication and deliver the dedica-

Need some extra money to help
out on that vacation trip-or far
other purposes.

We will advance any amount up to
$500 on your own signature and
security. You'll like our liberal
repayment terms.

orization Bill— including the $574,

3-Run Seventh

400 appropriation for Holland
Harbor.

Inquire today about this courteous

and confidential money service.
House
Come in or phone!
Committee on Public Works two
weeks ago, the Holland a;ipproprlaw
an Tongeren Field, City Softball tory sermon. Greetings from
HOLLAND LOAN ASSOCIATION
ClassisZeeland, of which the Oaktions would enlarge and f
straigMcn
action settled down Monday night
10 W. 8th St
land church is a member, will be
the channel from tkke Michiwith Hulst Bros, besting North brought by the Rev. John GulcheAorosa from Center Theater
gan to Lake Macatawa and enAdv.
HoUand 4-1 in the seventh frame laar of North Street Church, Zeelarge the turning basin on Black
THI REV. THOMAS F. FR1SIT.
LELAH GBOSSENBACHH
land.
River
leading
to
the
Municipal
oih-t «f Akron. Ohio, win bocoao
and Barber Fords edging past
Neghboring churches also will
power plant.
rortor of (fat Episcopal Churck of
Gra-pell
.
give greetings: the Rev. John J.
Passage of the Holland approtko Good Sbtpbtrd h AUtfon
After winning Yough contests Kenbeek for Drenthe Christian
priation stems from a drive headMif month, no ft-yoar-ald priest
Girl
Friday and Saturday, Hulst lack- Reformed Church, the Rev. Clared by Randall C. Bosch and Henry
saocotds tko Sot. Alan SfansfltJd.
ball, walks and five South Haven St, has been announced by her ed a bit of their usual hitting lust- ence Denekai for Bentheim ReS. Maentz who went to Wuhingwho Ml /an# I Is servo In tko
errors to score the even dozen mother, Mrs. Floyd H. Taylor, er until A1 Velthuis exploded for a formed Church and Elder Stanley
ton last March to confer with the
Ckurcfa of tko Holy Spirit Lake
Dies at
runs. The Merchants oould only 550 West 18th St An October home run with one man on in the Lampen for Overisel Christian Re- Gets
Forost ID. Jtev. Frisky Is narrisd
Rivers and Harbors Committee.
wedding is planned.
thaw five safeties.
formed Church.
and has two dangkfers. The family
In recognitionof his work,
seventh.
Albert H. Brinkman, 82, of
A pair of two- run homers in the
The program will include specMichigan Home Demonstration Bosch was recently named chair- will lire fat tko newly pwckased
Up until then it was a 1-all ball
Holland, died Wednesday evening
rectory located ie« ikon « Nock
first highlighted the nine tallies
ial musical numbers. Wilmer Council, meeting last week dur- man of the HoUand Board of
game.
from Ike ckurck.
at Pine Rest Sanitarium after an
Bob Van Dyke clouted one into
y
Mike De, Vries led off with a Vander Hoop will play a trumpet ing a HomemakersConferenceat PubUc
extended illness.
the left-fieldstandi with Ron
If the biU passes, the city wUl
single for North Holland, and solo, "Open the Gates of the Tem- Michigan State College, East
Mr. Brinkman, who had served
Fortney (Hi base after a costly
ple;”
Mrs.
Harmon
Kuizema
will
Lansing,
announced
awarding
of
have
to
foot
part
of
the
bill
for
scored on an infield error. EJespite
Judge Forfeits Bond;
Holland aa an alderman for four
throwing error by startingpitcher
Jay Hop’s double in the second sing "How Lovely Are Thy Dwell- three scholarshipsto Michigan the Black River improvements
years, was born in Graafschapto
Fred Wildt had given Holland its
which will benefit both the power County Gaini $1,000
Inning North Holland failed to ings," and a young women’s trio, girls.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brinkfirst pair of runs.
Misses Donna and Marcia ComMiss Lelah Grossenbacherof plant am} private industry. But
score again.
Then, after A1 Dykema slammed
man and had lived here all hia
Velthuis
accounted
for
the •pagner and Doris Winkels.. will Hudsonvillewas named as one the city’s share will not exceed
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Bareman’s Service rained hits
one of his two singles for the
of the recipients of the $200 $45,500.
fourth inning Hulst run that knot- sing "Blessed Be the Name."
Ottawa County was $1,000 richer lift. He operated the Brinkman
into the outfieldof Van Tongeren
night, Ron Boeve took hold of one
Construction of the new build- scholarships for home economics
ted
the
score. After walking, he
Wed.
as Circuit Court Judge Ray- Dray line for many years and then
Field Tuesday night to shellac
and poked it all the way over the
stole second and scored on an in- ing was started April 1, 1953. Ser- study at Michigan State. She is
mond
L. Smith forfeiteda bond operated a ginoUne station at
Main Auto 14-1 and put a temright-fieldfence. That gave the
vices have been held in it since the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arand issued a bench warrant for Virginia Park. Later, he started
porary crimp in the auto fight for field error. Doubles in the third
Dutchmen six runs, and they
the end of January while comple- thur Grossenbacher of HudsonAnton Johnson, charged with vio- the Lake Shore Bus Line. He was
runnerup spot In the City Soft- by Ed Klinge and fifth by Bob
Guests at the home of Mr. and lating the Michigan narcotics a member of Third Reformed
scored three more on a walk, an
tion of the church was in progress. ville.
Vork
just
couldn’t
be
turned
into
ball League.
error and single by Paul Mack
Some Work on grounds and landChurch and the Adult Bible Class.
Others are Adeline Ruth Em- Mrs. Maurice E. Davis, 1913
\
, In the opener VFW slammed runs as the league-leaders were
and Fortney.
scaping still remain to be done.
mons
of Big Rapids and Leo De- South Shore Dr., are their daughSurviving besides the wife, Magstopped
cold.
Johnson
was
arrested
by
State
out seven hits including a home
ter and grandson, Mrs. Oscar police on Jan. 15 in Crockery git, are two daughters, Mrs. RaySouth Haven used four pitchers
The new church is of brick con- nese Corriveauof MUlersburg.
In the seventh Vork got on base,
run by Vem Vande Water to drop
in jn effort to silence Holland
Scholarships were awarded on Kendall and David of Muske- Township for injectinghimself mond Knooihuizen and Mrs. Gardwent to second and third on wild struction,96 feet long and 46 feet
Vandenberg Buick 5-1.
bats, and even us^d its right
wide,, The auditoriumseats about merit of scholasticwork and par- gon and Mr. and Mrs. Herman with a shot of heroin. Arraigned ner Joyce; a son, Alfred H. Brinkpitches
and
scored
on
Bob
KraBareman was hot at the plate.
Windolph of Detroit
fielder Hamlin before the game
Three runs were tallied in the ker’a single. Kraker then scored 500. There is a large assembly ticipationin school and commun- The Rev. W. Frand* Allison in Circuit Court Jan. 22, he plead- man; four grandchildren;three
was over. FollowingWildt to the
room
in the basement, several ity activities. They are given to
on
the
Velthuii
round-tripper.
ed not guilty and yielded $1,000 (Treat grandchildren; three Bisters,
first inning on homers by Chet
mound were Macicak in the first
Larry Knoper hurled a six hit- classroomsin the basement and girla interestediq future careers of St Paul’s Church, Montrose, in bail which was furnished by Mrs. Alice DuMez. Mrs. John
Warner and Ted Schreur, a triple
and Otis in the third.
some classrooms in the gallery, as home demonstrationagents. Pa., wiU be guest preacher and ClarenceWilkins of Muskegon. Kronemeyer and Mrs. Ade Kocby Lou Borgman and a single by ter in winning.Glen Ebels was
celebrate the Holy Communion it
South Haven picked up a single
all soundproof for use by mothers
tapged
for
seven
in
taking
the
He never showed up for an hi an, and a brother, John BrinkBob Berens.
Grace EpiscopalChurch Sunday April trial. He gave "no specific man, all of Holland.
run In the first on two hits, then
with
small children on Sundays.
loss.
That got them off to a good
Funeral jervicei Held
at the 11 ajn. service.Rev. Al- address" when arraigned.
added two more in the second on
Two oil burners heat the buildGra-BeB gave a good account of
Funeral services win be held at
start and, after picking up a pair
lison is rector of the church in
two walks, a fielder’s choice and a
ing and a large, modem kitchen is For Van Tongeren Baby
itself
ai
it
took
Ford
AO
inings
to
2 p.m. Saturday at Nibbellnkof runs in the fourth and a single
Pennsylvania attended by the
double. Four straight walks gave
amply equipped to serve a large
Notier Funeral Chapel Dr. Simon
run in the sixth on doubles by push across the game winning run
Gravesideservices were to be family of the Very Rev. William Court Sett Trill Date
the Merchants their fourth run in
group.
in the second contest
Blocker win officiateand burial
Berens
and
Bob
Borgman,
the
the third.
Ray J. Maatman of Hamilton held at 3:30 p.m. today at Pilgrim C. Warner.
Leftflelder Jim Bouws homerwill be at Restlawn Cemetery.
winners exploded again in the
Featured speaker at the even- For Oaited Land Buyer
Holland plated single scores in
ed with two men on in the first was general contractorfor the Home Cemetery for KimberlyVan
Friends may meet the family at
seventh.
Tongeren,
infant
daughter
of
Mr.
the second and third as Dick
ing service Sunday at Saugatuck
$75,000 building.
the funeral chapel Friday from
Another home run by Schreur, inning to put the cellar-dwellers
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Plagenhoef whammed a secondOrganized in 1887, the congre- and Mrs. Delwyn T. Van Tonger- Methodist Church will be the Rev.
in a real fight
3 to 5 and 7 to 9 p.m.
his second of the evening, was
Municipal
Court
Judge
Louia
Oster
inning drive into the shrubberyin
gation now numbers 117 families en, 184 East 28th St, who was Jacob Brower of HoUand. Mn.
coupled with singles by Lou Fords struck back in the sechous Wednesday dismissed ousted
right field and came all the way
ond
on
Ron
Appledom’s homer and presently is being served by dead at birth early this morning Johnson Fox will be song leader
at Holland Hospital. Dr. Marion and vocal soloist and Mrs. Basil right-of-waybuyer G. Palmer See- Mr*. Jennie Fountain
around for an inside-the-park Altena, Berens and Bob Borgman and a series of errors that scored its ninth minister.
de Velder was to officiate.
home run. Van DykeHs double and a. double by Chet Warner ac- Rog Beckman. It wasn't until the
Monroe wiU be pianist. The ser- ley as co-respondent but not as Dies After Lonf Illness
countingfor four runs.
co-conspirator in fraud charges
Survivingbesides the jjarents vice -begins at 7:30 pm.
scored Lou Humbert in the third.
last of the seventh that Fords,
Long Main Auto run came in
resulting from land sales near
are
a
brother,
Ricky,
the
paternal
South Haven nipped another run
Marilyn' Sue Peterson has reMrs. Jennie Klein Fountain, 09,
the sixth after Herb Ma&tman capitalizingon errors and Applegrandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ches- turned to her home at 142 West Hudsonville.
in the fourth, but Prince settled
dom’i aingle, pushed across the
of 2410 Prairie Ave., S. W. Grandgot
to first on an error.
The
count
against
Seeley
was
(From Friday's Sentinel)
ter Van Tongeren, and the mater- 23rd St., after surgery at St.
down and held the Merchants
tieing run.
ville, died Wednesday evening at
About 32 Girl Scouts camped nal grandparents, Mrs. Kathleen Joseph Mercy Hospital at Ann dropped upon motion of Perry St Mary's Hospitalfollowinga
scoreless for three innings Joe Berens held the autos to
Vem
Fuder walked to open the
three hits in winning while Jas
Maynard,
assistant
attorney
genalthough they did load the bases
10th inning, scoring of Gord last week at the Lynn Chappell and Ketel of Toledo, Ohio, and Carl Arbor.
lingeringUlness.
Ebels was pounded for 14 In loson three walks in the sixth.
Bamse
single to the first base- Arthur Sanford cottages on Hutch- Neblett of Norfolk, Va.
Mn.
Ada
Jacobuue
arrived eral At the same time the trial of
Surviving are the husband,
ins Lake. Counsellor* were Mrs.
In the eighth, however,he al- ing.
man.
in Phoenix, Ariz., Saturday by Ronald V. Kennedy, chained with Henry, one sister, Mrs. Margaret
Vandenberg
left fielder Will
lowed a single,five walks and a
Bob Stille took the loss allow- Hughes Simpson,Mrs. Albert Kon- Bridal Shower Given
plane after spending two weeks fraud against the state of Michi- Nienhuii, one brother,Dick Klein,
wild pitch before Boeve came Spykerman lashed out with a ing six hits while Ken Ver Hoeven ing, Jr., and Mrs. Hollie Teuslnk.
with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. gan in the same land purchases both of Holland; four stepsons,
home run in the third inning to
rushing to stop the rampage. He
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Doorn- For Miss Kehrwecher
twirled a three hitter in winning.
John
Borgman of Central Park, was set for October.
Earl, Holland and Roy Fountain
give his squad a short lead in
Kennedy’s attorney,Nuel N.
kaat and son Richard of Chicago
put out the fire and held the Merand
relativesand friends in Holof
Grand Rapids and Neil Founthe second contest— and it was
Donley of Big Rapids, made a tain of San Antonio, Tex.; one
A bridal shower honoringMiss land and Grand Rapids.
are spending a week’s vacation
chants scorelessin the ninth.
short.
Holland picked up its final run on
with their cousins, Mr. and Mrs. Betty Kehiwecker, who will be
Miss Jennie Karsten, 51 West motion to quash the chargee after niece, Mrs. Harold Winter of
Chuck Isaacson led off for
married to James Dale Meyer on 14th St, left Tuesday morning for standing mute on behalf of hit {•rand Haven and a nephew, WUJames Smeed.
singles by Fortney and Dykema
VFW ‘in the fifth slamming out
to the sixth.
At the organizationalmeeting of Aug. 6, was given last Wednesday Oostburg, Wis., where she was client A plea of not guilty was Us Nienhuis of HoUand.
a single. Bill Franks doubled and
the school board Ned Bale and evening by Mrs. Fred Buursma called by the death of her sister, entered fry the court and bond of
Catching a good game considerFuneral services will be held
both scored on Vandt Water's
ing the wildness of his pitchers
Mrs. Thelma Dickinsonwere re- and Mrs. Ike Meyer at the lat- Mrs. Herman Lemkull. Funeral $1,000 cdhtinued.
Saturday at 2 p.m. from the Ver
Athletics,
round tripper.
Judge Osterhoussaid he would Lee Funeral Home with the Rev.
was Boeve who often saved poselected presidentand secretary, ter’s home, 201 East 16th St.
services were to be held today.
VFW struck again in the sixth
Games were played and prizes Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Aalberts make a decision on the motion to J. F. Schuurmann officiating. Bursible wild pitches. Jack Shindle
respectively,and Richard Barron
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saw some action at wcond for on Hank Prince’s double and a Bombarding pitcher Jim Boeve was elected treasurer. Other trus- awarded to Mrs. Bill Meyer and and children of Iowa Falls, Iowa, quash prior to the trial date.
iol will be in Pilgrim Home Cemesingle by Jerry Skaggs.
Bill Sandahl and made' some nice
tees are Elwin Johnson and John Mrs. Henry Rowan. A two-course are visiting their mother, Mrs.
tery. The body is at the funeral
Isaacson
was
tagged
for four for 14 Hiw, the Grand Haven
lunch was served.
plays.
Du
/
Mary Van Duren of 398 West 13th
home where relativesand friends
hits in notching the win. Losing Athletics opened their drive for
Grants
Two
Divorces
Invited guests were the Mea- St..
The win put Hollland in third
Mrs. Adele Bolster and her commay meet the family Friday from
pitcher was Bob Fortney who al- the second-half Southwestern
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
plaoe in the SouthwesternMichi7 to 9 p.m.
Michigan Baseball League title panion, Mrs. Mab6l Smalley of dames Frank Meyer, Cornelius
Pvt. James N. Kee, son of Mr.
lowed seven safeties.
gan Baseball league with a 1-2
by blanking Holland’s Flying Jackson spent a couple of days re- Meyer, Henry Rowan, Merle and Mrs. N. C. Kee of Fennville, Two divorce decrees were granted
mark and shoved the Merchants
Dutchmen Thursday night, 8-0. cently with the former’s nephew, Hoover, Chuck Meyer, Phillip now is serving with the Berlin in the Ottawa Circuit court
Enstam, Bill Meyer, Jim Klinge, Command in Germany, according Wednesday. A. Margaret Robbins, Miss Banks Engaged
down into the cellar with Cedar Miss Shirley Kimball
The Athletics, easily first-half Lynn Chappell and family.
Springs and a 0-1 record. The
Mrs. John Andrews, formerly Ed Adler, Jerald Kempker, Vande to the Army Home Town News Grand Haven township was To Ronald Buckley
champs with a 6-2 mark, picked
Dutchmen play Cedar Springs Honored at Shower
up a single tally in the first add Marianne Hutchinsonand children Woude, Delbert Hoover, George Center. Pvt Kee, a personnel ad- awarded a decree from Ithmael
away Wednesday and Grand Ra
ed three-run clustersin the third of St. Louis, Mo., have arrived to Becksfort, Don Hughes, Tom Al- ministrative specialist in Head- Robbins of Grand Haven. Custody
Mr. and Mrs. George Cady
A miscelleneous shower for Miss and fourth innings and scored a spend the summer at their cottage ber,* Verne Kehrwecker,Ken
of the two minor children was
pids Jervis here Thursday.
quarters and Service Battalion,
Banks, 113 North 152nd Ave, HolShirley R. Kimball,whose margiven to the mother. Barbara L.
The Unesoore:
final run in the eight. Athletic on the l^ke shore. Mr. Andrews Kehrweckcr and Clyde Kehrweck- entered the Army last January
land, announce the engagement of
S’Haven — 121 100 030
8-5-5 riage to Collins D. Weeber will hurler Dick Borkoski was slam- will spend occasional weekends er and the Misses Barbara Rowan and completed basic training at Cordes was awarded a decree from their daughter, Georgians Marie,
take
place
Aug.
31,
was
given
by
Don J. Cordes. Both are from
ghd Lois Meyer.
Holland — 911 001 00k - 11-9-2
ming the door 'on Holland with here.
Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
to Ronald Buckley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. George G. Weeber, West 12th
The standings!
five scattered hits.
Ted Vanden Bosch of 23 Park Spring Lake. There are no chil- Mrs. Howard Buckley of Lapeer.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Johnson are
dren.
St., last Thursday evening.
L Pci
St., Zeeland, is spending several
parents of a girl born July 15 at Mn. Edna 0. Hansen
Miss Banks is a senior at HolA two course lunch was served.
Zeeland
0 1000
weeks vacationingat the Two
Douglas
hospital. She has been
land High School Mr. Buckley is
Games
were
played
with
prizes
Netherlands
Professor
Grand Mavca
0 1000
Diet at Holland Hospital
Bars Seven Ranch in Virginia New Rape Sentence
named Denise Arlene.
attending Baptist Theological
HoUand
333 awarded to Mrs. William Dreyer To Attend Convention
Dale, Colo. Highlight of his stay
Seminary at Grand Rapids.
Mrs. Garth Smith was guest of
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SAUGATUCK (Special) -Mrs. is the annual cross-country horseSouth Haven
.000 and Miss Shirley Hoogerhyde of
honor at a luncheon Friday given
Undersheriff Harris Nieuima went
Grand
Rapids
and
Miss
Joyce
Edna
O.
Hansen,
54,
wife
of
ChesCedar Springs
.000
The Rev. and Mrs. Bernard Kok by Mrs. Kenneth Hutchinson at the
back trek to Cheyenqe for the to Jackson Wed. to return Carl
Geelhoed of Byron Center. Dupli- of Protestant Reformed Church
ter J. Hansen, route 6, Laketown
Divorce Suit Halts Case
Frontier Days celebration.J
Hospitality House. The 30 guests
Price for a new sentence in Circate prizes were awarded the and Mr. and Mrs. James Kok of
Township,di«d at Holland HospiGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Miss Shirley L. Hartzell of Hol- cuit Court Thursday. Price was
present were members of the
guest of honor who also received
Grand Rapids returned Monday W.S.C.S. The occasionwas Mrs. tal Monday at 12:15 p.m. She had land has been cited on the dean’s given 18 months to life in Novem- A non-support charge was ruled
several other gifts from the from New York City where they
been sick fpr a few days.
honors list for scholasticachieve- ber, 1951, for uppe, but a recent 'noUe prosequied’’—no case— in
Smith’s birthday and she was preguests. Another feature was the
She was bom on Dec. 18, 1900,
Circuit
court
Wednt
-----lit Wednesday
since dimet Prof. C. Veenhof, teacher at sented a piece of sterling silver.
ment for the last semester of the ruling of the state attorney genmaking of a scrap book on the life the Seminary at Kampen, the
in Chicago, and had lived in Lakevorce
proceedings
have been filed
past year at BuckneU University, eral requires the judge to set a
Miss
Louise
De
Glopper
of
of the bride-elect
town Township for about 10 years.
Netherlands,who will, spend
according to the school public re- maximum number of years as well against the former defendant,
Grand Haven has been a guest the
(Hip
Other guests present were the few days here." |
Survivingbesides the husband
32-year-old Elmer Rhoades. His
Mesdames Otto Weeber, Herman Prof. Veenhof,who will attend past week of her uncle and aunt, are two sisters, Mrs. Alice Ten- lations office. Miss Hartzell, as a minimum. Price raped a five- wife and five smaU children Uve
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis C. year-old Holland child in Holland
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clyde
McNutt.
tesch, and Mrs. Schiffilbein,both
at route 1, Hudsonville, near AlZEELAND (Special)
"A’ Hoogerhyde, Charles Weeber, Ken- the InternationalCouncil of ChrisHartzell, 595 Elmdaje Ct, was on April 26, 195L
Miss Ellen Bast has taken a po- of Chicago.
lendale.
league squads edged Grand Rapids neth Geelhoed and Miss Agnes tian Churches meeting in Philagraduated from Buckfiell in June
sition in the office of Dr. James
i teams in a pair of outside softball Weeber from Grand Rapids, Mrs. delphia Aug. 2 to 12, was among Clark.
with a bachelor of science degree
Jacob
Geelhoed
and
Mrs.
Donald
attractionsSaturday night at the
80 delegates from Europe who arin biology.
The baked goods sale sponsored Ottawa9 s Filth Victim
Geelhoed of Byron Center, Mrs.
Zeeland Legion Field.
rived in New York by chartered Saturday by the Methodist Church
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Clifford
R.
Kimball,
Mrs.
C.
WinSouth Blendon nipped Local 1231
plane. He expects to return home women and W.S.C.S. netted $140.
Michael Elders, six-year-oldson of Circuit Court Grants
of Grand Rapids, 2-1, on Lum Veld- demuller and the Misses Lillian Aug.
.*!
This will be added to the carpet Mr. and Mrs. Louis Elders, 127
and
Barbara
Wfceber’of
Holland.
man’s two-hitter, as Zeeland ColiProf. Veenhof and Rev. Kok be- fund, The new carpet win be laid
For the Qualified
Barker St„ Hudsonville,is Ottawa Four Divorce Decreet
seum bumped Fryling Jewelers,
came acquaintedfive years ago soon at a cost of $900.
County's fifth polio victim. Onset
3-2. The Coliseumspicked up only Street Art Fair Set
Experienced
when the latter visited the seminGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grams of the attack was July 26 and he
two hits, but matched two runs by
ary in The Netherlands.
The
following
divorce
decrees
Candidate
were called to Toledo, O., last week entered St. Mary’s Hospital, Grand
the Jewelers in the first inning on At Mnshegon Park
by the death of an aunt, Mrs. Rapids, Tuesday. There has been were granted today in Ottawa
with a
a couple of costly errors, then
Circuit Court:
Harry Smith. Before their return no report on his condition.
Muskegon Artists Studio pre- Funeral Services Held
waited until the last of the seventh
Proven
Record
Harry
Famquist
from
Faye
they visited their parents, Mr.
sents its second annual "Street
to plate the winning marker.
Famquist,
both
of
Grand
Haven.
For
Accident
Victim
and Mrs. Gus Grams and Mr. and
Art Fair" Saturday,Aug 14, in
Owen Aukema was the winning
There are no minor children.
Hackley Park, Muskegon. The
Mrs. Peter Sommers at Milan.
pitcher with a five-hitter. He also
FENNVILLE
(Special) — Fun- Mich.
Olive lJ. Ralya of Robinson
fair is open to all Western Michipitched Coliseumto an upset over
eral services for three-year-old
township from Leonard F. Ralya
gan artists. It is a non-jury show
Mr.
and Mrs./ Richard Marinas
league-leading South Blendon
Connie Elaine Onken were held
of Grand Haven. Custody of two
Jerry Vanderbeek
and those exhibitingare to regishave moved from Saugatuck to the
Thursday night by a 2-1 count. It
Thursday at 2 pm at Fennville
minor cjuldrenwas awarded to
ti
the
ter at the park or by sending revillage in the former Donald Moelwas the second defeat cf the seaImmanuel Church with Gerrit J.
mother.
gistration fee of a dollar, name,
home, now owned by Elver
REPUBLICAN
son for South Blendon which was
Dykman of HoDand officiating. ler
Diana J. Parsons from Fay R.
Bailey.
address medium and number of
Burial was in Fennville cemewithout the services of loe VeldParsons, both of Grand Havea
pieces to Muskegon Artists
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Milteer of
X
#'»an.
Custody of* two minor children
Studio, 1675 Edgewater, MuskeGary,
Ind., are spending a couple
The little girl was killed in a
North End Tavern of the Hd- gon.
was awarded to the mother.
days with her parents, Mr. and
PoliHcol Adv.
knd City League clipped Suburban Last year, at the first such two-car collision that also claimDoris M. Simpson of West Olive
Mrs. Claude Hutchinson.
ed the life of Lester Tracer, Jr.,
Motor Friday night, 5-3, while West
from
Carl G. Simpson of Holland.
street fair, there were exhibitors
22, of route 1, Pullman, early h*Dr. William Thorpe of
* Bethes******Hudson ville nipped Suburban
Custody of the minor child was
from Sparta to Allegan. Many
given to the father.
nwnday night, 1-0, with both sales were made in watercolors, Sunday mottling near the termer
teams getting two hits in a tight oils, sketches, ceramics, copper Todd Farm.
tune. ,
Meanwhile, her mother and weeks with her -parents;Mr. and
and silver jewelry.
Tulip Lane Inspection
Mrs. Henry Johnson. Dr. Thorpe,
In other contests, Jamestown The Art Fair is open to the father, who both are undergoing
who
hais been associated with the
remained in the "B” league first public from 10 am. to 8 p.m. treatment for injuries received
Completed by Committee
Navy for many years, has accepted
divison by mauling Harlem, 9-1, Artists are responsible for their in the crash, continue to show im?
provement. The father, Richard a position as dean of veterinary
A committee from Tulip Time,
Friday night while Forest Grove own exhibits.
Onken, Jr., of Fennville, has been medicine of the University of MinInc. and the Garden Clufar toured
stayed up there with a 7-5 decision
releasedfrom Douglas Hospital. nesota. Their goods are being shipHolland’s tulip lanes Wednesover West Hudson ville in S WedThe mother is still in the hospi, ped to St. Paul where they will
day and found the results "mostesday night clash. Zutphen kept Gas Station Owner Fined
encouraging."
tal but reported improved Tues- make their residence. Dr. Thorpe
on league-leading Jenison’s heels
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left Monday for several business
day.
Neil Steketee, chairman, com» 3*1 victory Wednesday Merrill Green, of Green Service
trips to Georgia, Tennessee and
plimented residents for their efStation. Fenysburg, paid $25 fine
New York - before beginninghis
forts in planting petunias *nd othand $4.30 costs in Municipal Court InoettigaU Breakin
new workt
CatherineVender Kooi
er flowers on the tulip lanes.
Thursday afternoon on a charge of
Ottawa county deputiesTuesday
DiVorct Graded
Mrs. James Vander The tour was planned to note
using two illegal measuring de- investigateda breakin at SneUer’s
Mr. and Mrs. Ted ChristensenKooi of route 2, West Olive, an- proposed changes -in lanes for the
GRAND HAVEN (Special) — A vices, in that both pumps were deand family of Munde, Ind., are
coming year.
divorce decree
livering short measured gasoline
spending the week with Mr. and
Included in the group were
Complaint against
Mrs. Clayton Riker and family,
Steketee,Dick SmaUenburg and
from the offense as of
knifes were
196 West 19th St
Laveme Rudolph from Tulip Time
Entrance
Stanton and Gertrude Steketee from the Garden
• .
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